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Reagan calls
Meese story
'inaccurate'
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan reaffirmed
his belief in Attorney General
Edwin Meese's honesty on Wednesday, asserting that only "a
complete change of character"
would force him to ask his longtime friend to resign.
Reagan reacted heatedly
when reporters queried him
about a Wall Street Journal report Wednesday that said some
of his friends and advisers had
mounted an effort to oust the attorney general, and that Nancy
Reagan supported it.
"I shouldn't answer the question. But I have to tell you, no,
I'm not aware" of such a move,
Reagan responded.
"I thought the story was totally inaccurate," he added.
Asked what circumstances
might prompt him to get rid of
Meese, the president snot back,
"Well, if he had a complete
change of character."
In spite of Meese's legal problems, Reagan has consistently
defended his attorney general's
ethics and his performance at
the Justice Department.
However, the department has
been beset by the resignations of
several top-level Meese associ-

ates and officials have been
scrambling to fill a vacuum in
the key posts.
Two of those who resigned,
Arnold Burns and William Weld,
had a face-to-face meeting last
week with Reagan in which they
outlined their reasons for leaving and said they felt Meese
should resign in the face of an
array of investigaUons.
Independent counsel James
McKay has been examining
Meese's assistance to the scandal-plagued Wedtech Corp. and
a proposed $1 billion oil pipeline
project. Also under investigatin
are Meese's meetings with regional Bell telephone company
executives at a time when he
owned $14,000 in Baby Bell stock
and the role of Meese's longtime
friend, E. Robert Wallach, in securing a $40,000-a-year job for
the attorney general's wife, Ursula Meese.
Last Friday, Sen. Daniel
Moynihan, D-N.Y., asked the
General Services Administration to provide him with a "full
report on the signing in May
1987 of a $50 million lease on an
office building for Justice Department workers.

BG News/Rob Upton

Spring showers?
Yesterday morning's bright sunlight cast picturesque reflections in the
streams of water from sprinklers across from Conklin Hall, which provided a wet walk for students heading to early classes. The sprinklers

were a sign of things to come as showers and cold temperatures
moved Into the area during the afternoon.

Hiring practices 'tigh tened' Plans made to
by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

When he was a candidate for
director of University Affirmative Action last year, Miguel
Ornelas said affirmative action, to be effective, must have
a set of specific and resultoriented
procedures.
During a
forum in the
University
Union, Ornelas also said
affirmative
action must
have goals
and timeta- Ornelas
bles directed
to correcting deficiencies in the
number of minorities and
women at an institution.
Since he started his position
as director of affirmative action July 1, 1987, Ornelas has
been correcting these deficiencies by improving the University's hiring practices.

Affirmative action has always
monitored the University's hiring practices, but Ornelas said
he 'tightened it" by improving
some procedures.
University President Paul
Olscamp said he is pleased that
Ornelas has been working
closely with department chairs
and committees in finding ways
to increase minorities and
women at the University.
"I'm satisfied with his
efforts," Olscamp said. "He's
done a good job in particular
with completing the difficult
government report by the U.S.
Department of Labor.
"He has proven satisfactorily
to the agency that the University
is giving its best effort in the hiring practices."
In order to improve its hiring
practices, Ornelas receives
quarterly reports instead of obtaining semi-annual reports
about the minority applicant
flow from Sam Ramirez, employee relations adviser.
Out of 290 applicants, six minorities, or 2 percent, sought Uni-

versity positions from July 1 to
Dec. 31, 1987. From the 113 interviewed, only one was a minority.
However, from Jan. 1 to
March 31 this year, 45 minorities, or 11.6 percent, of 386 applied to work at the University.
Furthermore, of the 235 interviewed, 12 minorities, or 5.1 percent, were in the applicant pool.
"There has been extensive
advertising and personal contact with (employment) agencies," Ramirez said about the
increase in applicants. "I want
there to be at least 20 percent
minorities in the applicant
pool."
Another reason for the increase is that whenever there is
a job opening, Ornelas recommends to the college dean that
the position should be advertised
in black, Hispanic and womens'
journals.
After the position has been filled, Ornelas receives a list with
the number of people who applied, including minorities and
women.

Jackson stands fair
shot in Ohio primary
COLUMBUS (AP) - The Rev. Jesse Jackson
will go all out to win Ohio's Democratic presidential primary despite the momentum of
Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis, state
party leaders predicted Wednesday.
State Chairman James Ruvolo even went so
far as to say Jackson could pull off an upset
next week.
"Ohio doesn't always go with the frontrunner," Ruvolo said.
Gov. Richard Celeste, at an impromptu news
conference, said he agrees that 'The process is
not over ... I'm sure Jesse Jackson is going to
continue to run as hard as he has in the past.
People want that message of hope to be a part of
the Democratic message in 1988."
Their comments came in the wake of Dukak-

Thursday
DFaculty Senate goals for next year
are outlined, see story page 3.
DHomecoming preparations have
already begun for next year, see story
page 5.

is' big victory in Tuesday's Pennsylvania primary and only eight days after Jackson's second-place finish in New York.
However, Jackson ran well in urban areas of
both states, and Ohio has eight urban areas of
more than 100,000 in population — all of which
Jackson plans to barnstorm, some more than
once, between now and next Tuesday's election.
He was in Cincinnati on Wednesday.
Ruvolo, as chairman, has not endorsed
anyone, saying all the candidates deserve "a
fair shot" at the 159 national convention seats at
stake in the Ohio primary. He said he thinks
Jackson is unperturbed by recent events.
"I don't think there is any quit in Jesse Jackson," Ruvolo said. "I don't think there is any
quit in Jerry Austin, either."

"We have been advertising
positions in the local area within
30 miles, not only among faculty
but classified staff," Ornelas
said.
Ornelas said he is not involved
in the selection process. He does
check to see if the regulations
are in compliance with University hiring practices and procedures to include minorities in
the applicant pool.
Although he has been director
of affirmative action less than a
year, Ornelas, who is also an assistant professor in ethnic studies, was not unfamiliar with affirmative action laws and
procedures.
Ornelas was the chief executive director and Affirmative
Action and Equal Opportunity
training officer of the Ohio Hispanic Institute of Opportunity in
Toledo since 1979.
OHIO, formerly known as La
Raza Unida, is a non-profit organization that serves Ohio's
Hispanic population and low income people.
G See Ornelas, page 6.

strip asbestos
by Tim Baker
staff reporter

An extensive asbestos removal project is planned for mid-May in
two Greek living units, according to the University's asbestos coordinator.
Lewis Johnson said Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity houses will have asbestos removed after the students
have left for the summer.
He said this was being done primarily because of the airborne asbestos fibers in the attics of two houses.
Johnson said he first noticed the uncontained asbestos in the attics
two or three years ago while on a routine check of campus buildings.
He said the asbestos in the attics was used to insulate piping and was
damaged by students living there.
Originally, the asbestos was sealed and fairly safe until materials
in storage were dragged across the containment which opened the
asbestos to the air, he said.
"I didn't need to take an air sampling to determine that asbestos
was in the air. I had visual evidence so I went on that," Johnson said.
"Visual evidence is more accurate than an air sampling."
He said the attics have been sealed for the last two years.

D See Asbestos, page 6.

Police seek assault suspect
by John Meola
city reporter

City police are continuing
their search for the suspect in an
attempted rape last Thursday.
A 20-year-old woman leaving
Brathaus and walking along
East Merry Street sometime in
the early morning hours was attacked from behind by a man
described as white, 5-foot-ll
with brown receding hair, a
mole on his right cheek and
wearing a gold earring in his
right ear, police said.
The man forced the woman to
the ground, but police are uncertain whether an actual rape was
committed. The man fled after
the woman screamed for help.
Anyone with information

about this crime can call Crime
Stoppers at 352-0077. Callers will
remain anonymous.
Deborah Dukeman, a crisis intervention counselor at the Link,
said there were 39 known cases
of rape and sexual assault in the
area last year.
She said a sexual assault
ranged from grabbing a person's sexual organs to an attempted rape.
Dukeman said women who are
victims of rape should do the following:
Go to a safe location and
phone the police or a local rape
crisis center.
D Avoid bathing or changing
clothes prior to a physical examination so the police can
gather pertinent evidence.
D File a report with the police.
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DTwo levies will be making comebacks on Tuesday's ballot in Wood
County, see story page 8.

CINCINNATI (AP) - Vice President George
Bush said he holds no grudges toward CBS News
anchorman Dan Rather as a result of their heated
discussion during a live interview in January.

QFalcon baseball team falls to Ohio
State, 9-1, see story page 12.

Bush brought up the subject Tuesday because he
addressed the Ohio Association of Broadcasters
immediately after CBS News President Howard

Stringer spoke to the same group. Stringer made
no reference to the incident. Bush arrived at the
meeting just after Stringer had finished speaking.
"Im sorry I missed Howard Stringers remarks.
I thought he might say something about my remarks
to Dan Rather, Bush said.
B
"sh said he still is asked about the discussion.
During that interview, Rather asked Bush about
his knowledge of events in the Iran-Contra affair,
and Bush, in his response, mentioned a past incident in which Rather had left the CBS Evening
News set because a televised tennis match ran into

the news program's time.
Bush said Tuesday that he recently called
Rather to patch things up after hearing that
Rather hadbeen cordial when he encountered
Bush's son Marvin
'
I ve known Dan Rather since the early'60s. I've known him pleasantly," Bush told the Ohio
broadcast executives.
"There's no hard feelings, no animosity," he
said. "You can't harbor grudges or depths of feelings in your line of work or in mine, especially in
mine."
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Improve ceremony
In its guest to turn commencement into a "dignified*' event, the Faculty Senate ad hoc
committee has neglected the needs of one important group — the graduates.
Afraid of some kind of "mass hysteria" it believes occurs when diploma covers are handed out
during the ceremony, the committee has decided
graduates will be given their diploma covers as
they walk into the stadium.
In the past, graduates have been able to walk up
individually to receive their "diplomas," but this
year's change is designed to calm the crowd down.
Unfortunately, what the change also does is take
away an important part of the ceremony for the
graduates, their chance to be seen.
And if students "tend to be disruptive because the
ceremony is impersonal," then students will certainly be even more disruptive with the impersonal
nature of a group bow for each school.
The new change is a predictable result of a committee set up to treat college graduates like their
high school counterparts. But what the committee
didn't realize is that the graduates must find some
way to break up the monotony of an otherwise dry
ceremony.
When speakers like William F. Buckley are chosen as graduation speakers, what else are the
graduates to do but try to entertain themselves?
One form of entertainment is decorating one's
caps and gowns — but, of course, this year such activity may result in ejection from the ceremony.
Instead of penalizing students, the committee
should instead look for ways to improve the ceremony, which belongs to the graduates.
Otherwise, restless students will undoubtedly
disrupt what they see to be a homogenized, condensed, impersonal graduation.

Broken trust
never mends
By Daniel Mordarski
When I was in grade school,
my father told me that a man's
word is his most valued possession and once a man lies or goes
against his word, he can never
be trusted again. Consequently,
I have always trusted every person I meet, unless they give me
a reason not to trust them. In the
case of Craig Taliaferro, I cannot use the word trust in the
same sentence.
How can I trust a man who has
been convicted of a felony? Of
course, as I have heard, he was
not directly involved, but was
only indirectly related to three
robberies.
With the massive drug problem in the United States, I also
find it difficult to trust a man
who was arrested in a foreign
country, possessing drug paraphernalia. But, of course, that
marijuana pipe was not his, he
was holding it for a friend.
I also find it difficult to trust a
man who is, supposedly, my
peer, yet he is nearly old enough
to be my father. Then again, no
one ever said that your peer
must be born in your generation.
As Mr. Taliaferro stated, he
has paid for his mistakes and
always will be paying for them.
Therefore, I will no longer condemn him for his past ''misunderstandings." He, however,
has made some recent ignorant
and libelous statements. In his
last column, Mr. Taliaferro
asked our new Undergraduate
Student Government president,
Mr. Tim Peterson, for the resignation of Chief Traffic Justice,
Reginald Goolsby. This "resignation request" is ludicrous and

Mr. Taliaferro has only illustrated his ignorance once
again. Besides the fact that Mr.
Goolsby has impeccably served
his fellow students for many
years in Student Court, he is also
graduating.
Since Mr. Goolsby will
not be here next year, he can't
resign for next year; he has
already presided over his last
traffic case this year.
The fact that Taliaferro requested Mr. Goolsby's resignation is humorous and harmless, but Mr. Taliaferro's libelous statements are not. He
stated that Goolsby has proven
to "be incapable of making fair
and impartial judgments.' I assure you, Mr. Goolsby has performed his duty as Chief Justice
impartially and he justly presides over the court. In fact, Mr.
Goolsby ruled on a traffic case
involving Mr. Taliaferro's
nearly $40.00 in traffic tickets,
saying he need pay because of
mitigating circumstances. Mr.
Taliaferro did not feel that the
Chief Justice was unjust or impartial on the night of his traffic
case.
I feel Mr. Taliaferro's public
request for the resignation was a
last attempt to drag another
person down in his confused sea
of turmoil. If Mr. Taliaferro
would like to improve his integrity (or start building some), he
should publicly apologize to Mr.
Goolsby for his obnoxious remarks. If it is any consolation to
you, Mr. Taliaferro, maybe Mr.
Goolsby will be banned from the
traditional end-of-the-year Student Court picnic. Perhaps this
is the only logical alternative"
to the situation.
Mordarski is a freshman, political science major from Solon.
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BGSUas re-education camp
To: The Class of 1988
From: Uncle Serewtape
Well, kids, it's time to go.
Your re-education is nearly
complete.
When you came here four
years ago, you were ignorant
and huddled refugees from the
Old Order, bound by tradition,
clouded by sentiment, undercut
by the conservatism of smalltown small-mindedness.
Welcome to the Brave, New,
Real World we've helped you
construct.
Doctrine by doctrine, conviction by conviction, we've tried to
dismantle your confidence in the
past, in what your parents and
pastors and counselors have told
you, in your own intuitions about
what is and isn't "natural."
You've done well.
Your transformation is nigh.
We live, as you well know, in a
pluralistic society; various and
contrary world views are freely
available to whoever will listen
to them. Remember that your
liberal arts education here has
been founded on the notion that
such diverse views should be
aired and evaluated by teachers
and students, and that vigorous
debate is a sign of a healthy
academic system.
But there is one proviso. Certain viewpoints are not to be
considered viable alternatives
and reflect instead an anachron-

By Bruce Edwards

A Word in Edgewise

n

*
Peter Schreffler
istic, malevolent intrusion on
our movement toward a truly
progressive society.
Please let us provide, then, as
you pass through the corridors
of our glorious institution, the
Final Word on a few topics:
Capitalism — We all know that
. the reason people are poor is
basically because rich corporate
America exploits the working
men and women of this nation,
stealing their daily bread and
forcing them to accept
Sredetermined roles that ruin
leir family structure, pit class
against class, etc., etc. The
name for this abomination is
free-market capitalism.
Homosexuality — The American Psychological Association
no longer considers homosexuality a psychological/behavioral disorder. Homosexuals are really just another
minority group. We need to acknowledge the wisdom of this
judgment and work to rid our

society of homophobia and
heterosexism.
Men and Women in Society —
For centuries humankind has
suffered under the constraints of
stifling, socially-conditioned sex
roles. The patriarchy is at the
root of most of our problems
and, when finally acknowledged, is the central villain of all
social disintegration. In the best
of all possible worlds, no role
will be considered feminine or
masculine; all roles will be androgynous.
Science/Religion — People
who really want to contribute to
the advancement of the human
race will recognize the preeminence of Science over religion. Scientific people are thinkers; religious people are escapists. Religion should be tolerated, of course, but should be
kept in its proper sphere. Didn't
Jesus himself say that people
should go in their closets and
pray?

Abortion — As critical thinkers, you have reached the inevitable conclusion that abortion is an emotional issue that
has been research-papered and
discussed to death. The future is
bright for reproductive rights;
the anti-choice forces are dwindling to a pathetic few. We can
all look and work towards the
day when the debate will cease.
Assuming that your years at
BGSU have been years of a
journey from darkness to light, I
encourage you to move out with
faith into the world of the
straight and naiTow-rninded,
joyously redeeming those who
will listen and sadly consigning
to their doom those who reject
your word of life. You have a
great inheritance; use it to save
all those whose hearts are not
hardened.
I must tell you that my heart
wells with joy as I look out into
your bright, eager faces and imagine allthat you are now capable of doing. I will delay you no
longer.
Thank-you, and may your
gods bless you.
Schreffler is a teaching fellow
and Edwards an associate
professor in the Department of
English.
Uncle Screwtape is, well, a
ubiquitous faculty member of
many campuses across the
globe.

Letters
Divestment may hurt
blacks, leaders say
It was with regret that I read
Cliff Brooks' letter claiming
anyone not agreeing with his
position on divestment is a racist. We all share the frustration
of not being able to do something
about apartheid in South Africa,
but divestment is an issue with
legitimate differences of opinion. A great body of opinion honestly and sincerely believes that
sanctions and divestment hurts
South African blacks, the people
we all want to help. World
leaders such as Margaret Thatcher, Ronald Reagan, South
African Zulu Chief Buthelesi,
Bishop Dr. Mokoena of 824
United Independent Reformed
South African Churches, and the
International Society for Human
Rights have taken such a position.
Now that a group of students
have expressed themselves by
ballot about divestment, the
frustration grows, and the sincere efforts oy the USG officers
are not praised by Mr. Brooks,
but rather those voting an opposing view to his, are labeled racist.
Our common goal is to help
South African blacks by ending
apartheid. Can we find a way to
work together?
AshelBryan
President
BGSU Foundation

World much too small
for ignoring conflicts
Divestment, apartheid, racism, Nicaragua, El Salvador,
ad inf initum. We live in a microcosm of society that is more
concerned with getting closed
out of summer classes than it is
with children being put in
prisons. Why?
Do we feel helpless? Are we
faced with an apathy brought
about by more than a decade of
the status quo? If this is the
case, what is to be done?
We live in a world which has
grown much too small to ignore
conflicts precipitated to a great
extent by American avarice and
acquisitiveness. We are students
of a University. Historically, universities have been at the cutting edge of change. What is it
about BGSU that makes us so
timid? Are we so insecure as an
institution that we cannot risk?
Perhaps, we are afraid that if
we face what we are, we will
also be faced with the necessity
to change. I am not certain, but I
know there is reason for reflection.
Kathryn Hicks
OCMB2389

Memories will remain
of Sigma Phi Epsilon
As spring semester draws to a
close, it is time to say good-bye
to some very special friends.
Over the past two years, we
have been fortunate enough to
live with the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity. The members of the
chapter nave been our family

and our friends, and we will
miss them very much.
It is difficult to put our emotions into words because words
seem so inadequate to describe
our feelings toward the chapter.
They have given us their friendship and many memories to
carry with us wherever we go.
Next week, as our residents begin to check out, our lives will
change drastically.
For us there will be no more
teas, no more chapter meetings,
no more date parties. What will
remain are the memories of two
wonderful years with an outstanding group of men.
We wUi forever cherish your
unselfishness toward us and
your acceptance of us as a part
of Sigma Phi Epsilon. The chapter has given us more than we
can ever repay, and we thank
you for touching our lives in
such a special way. The spirit of
Sigma Phi Epsilon will live in
our hearts forever.
Thank you.
Mike and Marcy GUI
Sigma Phi Epsilon

(JSG did not violate
student constitution
The following FACTS are presented in response to accusations presented by Craig Hergert and Cliff Brooks:
1. Undergraduate Student
Government DID NOT violate
the student body constitution by
voting on Senate Bill 8788-23
suggesting a stand against
divestment.
2. USG has voted on 22 resolu-

tions this year without a referendum resulting in a 10 percent voter turnout.
3. USG has done this because
it Is a perfectly common practice, and IS NOT in violation of
the constitution.
4. There is an extreme
difference between voting on a
resolution and voting in direct
response to a referendum.
5. Unfortunately, Hergert and
Brooks don't know this because
THEY HAVE PROBABLY
NEVER READ THE STUDENT
CONSTITUTION.
6. I VOTED FOR DIVESTMENT.
7. Even though I voted for
divestment, as an elected representative of the student body, I
felt it was my duty to follow the
wishes of my constituents.
8. Finally, YES, Mr. Hergert,
73 is a substantial number when
you consider the amount of students that traditionally vote in
student elections. YES. 73 is a
substantial number when you
consider that in the previous two
USG elections, the president and
vice president have won by less
than 20 votes. Should we consider their victories invalid? I
think not. YES, 73 is a substantial number when you consider
that it is 6 percent of the total
number of votes on the issue.
Finally, Mr. Hergert, 73 is a significant number because it is the
score an English professor
would probably give you on your
editorial column of April 22,
1988. (Note third paragraph,
second column).
James D. Perry
Former USG Vice President

ThetaFest: hope for a
brighter tommorrow
I wanted to thank you and the
Theta Chi fraternity for your
very mature handling of the
ThetaFest '88 situation. I realize
now that much more is at stake
than the issue of beer or no beer.
We're dealing with everyone's
right to hope for a brighter and
happier tommorrow, to believe
that the world can be filled with
love and understanding and
freedom.
We're talking about America,
about an unlimited potential for
growth and greatness, about the
striving for excellence, and stuff
like that. The ThetaFest quest
must never be forgotten. By the
way, a friend has suggested to
me that the local citizens have
every right to say what goes on
in their own community and that
the adult thing would have been
to gracefully accept the decision. That shows you how
much my friend knows about being an adult. Heck, he doesn't
even drink! Anyway, thanks for
taking such a brave stand.
I also wanted to help Craig
Hergert, who was wondering
what to do with his eight 22-cent
stamps. I guess he could pitch
them in the street, though that
would be wasteful, or maybe he
could hang onto them until they
become valuable, in 2025 or so.
Another option is to buy eight
3-cent stamps and use them with
the 22-cent ones. Just a few sugLeeHartsfeld
318 Conneaut Avenue
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Plans set for charter year Delayed visa
Senate will observe 25th year of document
by Amy Burkett
staff reporter
Faculty Senate will declare
nest year the year of the academic charter, to celebrate that
document's 25th anniversary.
The number one priority for
Faculty Senate nest year will be
to make all familiar with the
academic charter and its content.
Bartley Brennan, chair-elect,
said "the charter is incorporated in every faculty member
and administrator's contract. It
is a legal document. We're going
to update and revise it through
the committee of amendments
and bylaws."
Brennan has many plans for
nest year's Faculty Senate to
contend with. Some of his plans
include a slight revision on the

academic calendar, revisions on
the academic honesty code, and
the prioritization of the role and
missions statement.
Two major issues Faculty
Senate will be dealing with are
the study of faculty perceptions
of the working climate at the University and the tensions between faculty concerning teaching and research, Brennan said.
This is the first time in the
history of the University that the
morale of the employees has
been studied. It should be very
interesting to see how the faculty feel about themselves,"
Brennan said.
Another major issue Faculty
Senate will deal with is the tension between teaching and
research.
"This will also be debated for
the first time in the Senate. This
is a very big tension on the de-

prevents poet
from touring

partment level. By debating this
issue, I hope there will be less
tension. In 1974, we spent almost
all of our time with students. It
was a different institution then.
Since then we have begun to
emphasize research and this has
created tension," he said.
Ralph Wolfe, outgoing chair,
described his perception of this
year's Faculty Senate.
"My goal was to see that the
Senate was an effective voice of
the faculty and the University
and it was. It is truly representative of the faculty. We have had
no petition to recall any action
the Senate has made this year,"
Wolfe said.
According to Wolfe, many accomplishments have been made
this year, some of which include: convincing the central

Bartley Brennan
administration of the status of
faculty salaries; it took a strong
stand against divestment and
initiated the committee study of
working climate.

by Rebecca Thomas
staff reporter

Marijuana found
in student room

the United States and Nicaragua.
The State Department did
not receive her application
A mission of culture was until April 15, Docis said. The
shot down by the U.S. State visa would not be granted until April 30, too late in the
Department last Friday.
vidaluz Meneses, Nicara- semester to schedule a proguan vice-minister of culture, gram, she said.
Docis said it would be ridiwas scheduled to make a tour
of the Midwest to share her culous to schedule a program
poetry, talk about the if no students could attend.
"It seems like she was comwomen's situation in Nicaraing here on a mission of
gua, and the idea of peace.
peace, and for politics to get
She was going to appear at in the way is sad," Docis said.
She said the action certhe University for two presentations Wednesday, but due to tainly does nothing to help reFroblems encountered with lations with Nicaragua.
"Her poetry is not threatenhe State Department,
Meneses was unable to keep ing. (The State Department)
her noon and 8 p.m. appoint- blew a chance to open a
door," Docis said.
ments.
Docis said rescheduling the
Diane Docis, a representative of the United Christian tour in the fall may be possiFellowship, learned Meneses ble, but it may have been a
did not have her visa last Fri- one-time opportunity because
day, the day before her the event was coordinated
with so many other groups.
scheduled departure.
Nine different groups would
Docis said she had spent
five months coordinating have sponsored the event at
Meneses' presentations at the the University, and the University of Wisconsin was also
University.
She contacted several peo- involved in the overall planCle in an effort to clear ning of the tour, Docis said.
While Meneses' presenleneses' way into the United
States. Docis said she called tations would have been eduSenators John Glenn, Howard cational, Docis said it has
Metzenbaum and Ted Ken- also been educational to disnedy to get help. She learned cover the problems of why
that a 15-day hold is placed on she could not come to the Uall visa applications between niversity.
by Barb Weadock
staff reporter

A bag of marijuana and a bong were confiscated from a resident's
room in Anderson Hall (Harshman Quadrangle) late Monday night,
according to a police report.
IX. David Weekley, campus police patrol supervisor, said the case
is still an active case, which means police are "still talking to people
about it."
A police report stated that the suspects will be referred tb Standards and Procedures by the residence hall staff.
Derek Dickinson, director of Standards and Procedures, said the
consequences of an offense such as this depend on what amount of
paraphernalia or contraband is discovered.
According to Dickinson, the usual consequence for possession given by Standards and Procedures is strict probation. When a student
is put on strict probation, he could be suspended immediately for
any further violations.
If the amount of confiscated marijuana is over 100 grams, Dickinson said, the student is eligible for possible suspension from school.
The consequences are all governed by the Student Code.
The confiscated marijuana and bong were placed in an evidence
locker in the possession of police, and the case is still under investigation, Weekley said. He declined further comment.

HAVE YOU ORDERED YOUR ALL-SPORTS PASS YET?
IT DOESN'T TAKE A PhD TO FIGURE OUT HOW TO
Change This ..

Into This ..
BOOK BUY-BACK

BRING YOUR USED TEXTBOOKS TO THE

University Bookstore
Student Services Building
and receive

$ $ $ CASH $ $ $ IN RETURN! ! !
APRIL 25th THRU MAY 6th
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Closed on Sunday
I.D.'s are required
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Bill deadline approaching
Bursar wants accounts settled by next week
According to Martini, the Bursar's office will be doing two
things in hope that those owing
money will pay before the end of
the semester.

by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

Students with unpaid University bills have until next Thursday to settle their accounts, according to the University's Bursar.
Joseph Martini said if the
bills are unpaid, the Bursar's office
could withold
summer registration infor-

He said statements were sent
April 16 to inform students they
need to pay their bill.
Secondly, those who have yet
to pay their bills, have been sent
a follow-up notice, in addition to
the first statement, notifying
them that all debts should be
cleared by next Thursday, Martini said.

■nation,
grades, transcripts and fall
housing data.

Bursar bills for the month of
April will be sent to the student's
home address June 1. Included

Martini

on this bill will be the housing
fee and the phone bill for April,
he said.
Telecommunications will be
sending the telephone bill for
April to the residence halls early
next week. If a resident has left
for the summer, the bills will be
sent back to the Telecommunications office and placed on the
bursar bill. Students should be
getting the bill the middle of
next week, Martini said.
The bursar bills will be sent
out two weeks before it is due.
Housing fees are due on July 8,
while tuition fees are due August
10.

open a window on SI IMMER SAVINGS

Testing woes aided
byBufcWcadock
staff reporter

As the semester winds down, the promise of
exams is on the horizon for University students.
The Study Skills Lab, 213 Moseley, is showing
a video tape on tesMaklng strategies and off ering tips to students, said Joyce Blinn, reading
specialist at the lab.
Students can make an appointment with the
lab to view the 50-minute tape about exam strar
'The tape is a reinforcement, and there is a
handout on studying for exams." she said. Handouts listing strategies are available to students
and can be obtained in the lab, Bllnn said.
Blinn said the second option for students is a
four-point plan for studying.
First, they recommend that they make an

ASSISTANT EDITORS
Golt R«worch Company, a major
publisher of retertnce books for
libraries worldwide, n staking
canaSdatti for editorial powhom to
do rtworch ond writing for our
books. Bachelor's dtgree in English,
language or Humanities is highly
prtftrrtd; col eg* coun* work and
interest in literature of many pen
ods is required. These are entry
level positions that offer advancement opportunities. Our benefit
package includes RexWt working
hours; medical, dental, optical and
prescription drug insurance; tuition
assistance; ond poid time off between Christmas ond New Year's,
if interested, please send resume,
college transcript (if available)
along with a rypewriNn, nonreturnable expository wnting sample of a
literary nature (no journolism articles, poetry or short stones) with
sobry requirements to:

Editorial Positions
College Recruiter
GALE RESEARCH CO.
Penobscot Building
Detroit, Ml 48226

m
R.E. MANAGEMENT
YOUR OFF CAMPUS HOUSING SPECIALISTS

352-9302

An f qua! Opaerhmry |e*hf*l M/f

1

Macintosh
The Competitive Edge.
Macintosh™ Plus reduced in price .
. . . just in time for graduation!

exam study schedule, including times to review
all materials, she said.
In the second step, students reduce notes to
major topics. Blinn said the syllabus is helpful
when topics are unclear.
Reviewing the material without notes, using
only topic words, is the self-checking third step.
The step allows students to see how much material they remember, Blinn said.
"Step four focuses on what students do not
know, given
they do not have unlimited time to
study ,'Tshesaid.
Additional strategies include reviewing, al-*-« time In between review sessions, getting
|h sleep the night before and eating a balI breakfast the rooming of the exam, Blinn
sum.

After the exam is over, it Is history and students should not worry about it, she said.

RESUMES
$14.95

Get a resume that can do the job! With
Kinko's Laser Typesetting service, you get
Professional results and save money, too!

kinkcs
113 RAILROAD ST.
(Behind Dexter's)

354-3977
ENVE4OTE
SPECIAL
lOOO #10 regular white envelopes!
printed in black ink

NOW ONLY $25.00
(lOOO minimum)

Larger quantities priced at $25 per lOOO

BRING IN THIS COUPON TODAY
This offer ends 4/29/88
H **»•
quick pnnt. inc

111 South Main
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

352-5762

Macintosh™ Plus

$1122.43
Apple 20Mb Hard Drive
$721.18
1
Image WriterllfTM
$441.38

One Price!
Additional discounts available for cash purchases.
©1988, Apple Computer, Inc. Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Macintosh and Macintosh Plus are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

For more information contact:
Don Schumacher
Computer Services
372-7724

Excellence At A Price You Can Afford.

Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low pricel Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

Fot Both Pairs

For Both Palts

$7988 $|1988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be comptetey satisfied or we wll return your money.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113

StSmPkLi
352-2533
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Traditions remain same
Theme, not format to change in next year's Homecoming
by Amy Cole
reporter

The football team will be different, the
King and Queen will change, but the tradition of having the Annual Homecoming
Game and its activities still remains.
According to Gregg DeCrane, assistant
vice president for student affairs, preparations for the 67th Annual Homecoming
Week activities are well underway.
Planning for these activities has continued
non-stop from last year, even though the
committee for Homecoming preparation did
not start meeting until the first week of February, DeCrane said.
This committee, which consists of 10 to 12
major organizations on campus, plans the
activities of the week, as well as deciding
upon the theme of Homecoming, he said.

Although the theme of Homecoming week
changes every year, the basic program format does not.
"This is the second year for the current
format. We (the committee) want to make
sure there is some consistency," DeCrane
said.
"Last year, the overall awareness and
turnout throughout the week was higher. We
think establishing a same basic format each
Eear will keep the student response higher,"
eadded.
Although most of the planning for the week
is done by students, much work is also done
by Larry Weiss, assistant vice president of
alumni affairs, and other individuals.

Activities such as awards presentations
and various class reunions take place prior
to the game, Weiss said.
"Last year, the class reunions took off.
There was a 95 percent increase in attendance. We were very pleased," he added.
Weiss said, the Alumni Affairs Committee
has also added various other reunions in order to get more people involved in the
Homecoming Week.

"We work very closely with Gregg DeCrane and the committee. The total scope of
Homecoming is not just alumni," Weiss
said.
Alumni Affairs also plans various activities during the week for the University's
alumni.

All University graduates are notified of
their reunions by ihe Alumni Affairs Office
unless their current address is not available,
he said. "All other University alumni find
out about the Homecoming activities
through a Bowling Green alumni publication," Weiss said.

In addition to the regular 10-, 20- and
25-year reunions, the Committee has added
a cheerleader reunion, a five-year reunion
and a reunion for all of the individuals that
graduated in the 1920s and 1930s, Weiss said.

BG News/File Photo
The World Student Association carries a sign proclaiming the theme in *
last year's Homecoming parade. Preparations are already underway for'.
next years Homecoming activities.

DON'T MISS THE
LAST (Sa© MOVIE!!!
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BLACK STUDENT
UNION AND THE BOARD
OF BLACK CULTURAL
ACTIVITIES ARE HAVING
ELECTIONS ON THURSDAY
APRIL 28th IN THE
UNIVERSITY OVAL
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
AND IN THE MINORITY

ACTIVITIES OFFICE
(3rd Floor Union)
9 «jn.-5 ».m.

Thursday
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Ornelas

Matyus receives Emmy
by Scott Korpowski
reporter

Some students shoot for an
'A' when taking a class, but
one University student aimed
a little higher and earned an
Emmy award.
Theresa Matyus, senior
broadcast journalism major,
was named a regional winner
for a class film documentary
in the Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences College Television Awards competition.
The documentary, "Live
Television: The Making of a
Morning Show," was Matyus'
independent study for Journalism 430. The film covers the
making of "A.M. Cleveland"

on WKYC-TV in Cleveland.
The award earned her (400,
national honors in a ceremony
in California, and the opportunity to intern on the West
Coast.
More than 290 entries were
submitted for the awards,
which are sponsored by the
Mobil Corporation. Entries
were judged on originality, topic interest and production
quality.
Matyus represented Region
10 of the United States which
includes Ohio, Michigan, Illinois and other Midwestern
states. The academy named a
first and second place national
winner and one regional winner for every film category.
"It was a really good experi-

ence," Matyus said, "My goals
seemed more attainable after
talking to people involved in
the television industry."
Linda Glomski, administrative assistant of the School of
Mass Communication, said
Matyus is the first student she
remembers winning an
Emmy.
Matyus traveled to Universal City, Calif., to accept
the award on March 6. The trip
was mainly funded by the
Reader's Digest Foundation
through the University's
School of Mass Communication. Her trip was also sponsored by the College of Arts
and Sciences and the Alumni
Association.

Theresa Matyus

Academy awards video students
by Theresa Matyus
reporter

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. - Every year,
the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences in California honors students who
have done exceptional work in video for a
class project at their college.
The competition, the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences Frank O'Connor
Memorial College Television Awards, is in
its ninth year of recognizing excellence in
college student productions, according to
the director of educational programs and
service for the academy, Price Hicks.
The ATAS competition is national,
taking entries from colleges and universities in increasing numbers each year.
This year, for the 1987 awards, total entries in the competition were 292, an increase of 26 percent over 1986, Hicks said.

"Each year there is a remarkable imErovement in the quality, as well as quanty. of entries. We are also witnessing an
increasing interest of commercial distribution organizations in buying outstanding
student productions," Hicks said.
According to the Academy, the purpose
of this award is "to recognize outstanding
student work and to enrich the future of
television by encouraging the creativity of
superior students." The entire program,
including $28,000 in prize monies, is sponsored by the Mobil Corporation.
The actual awards event, held in March
in Los Angeles, is a gathering of the students, the Academy, the industry and
press, Hicks said.
Each year the Academy asks prominent
people in the television industry to honor
the occasion by serving as either the evening's emcee or as presenters. This year,

Roger Ebert, the film critic and partner of
Gene Siskel, emceed the event.
To give the student works as much exposure as possible to the industry, the first
and second place winners are shown at the
Directors Guild Theatre in Los Angeles,
WNET in New York and the new Broadcast Museum of Communications in Chicago, Hicks said.
The Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences was founded in 1946, only one
month after network television was born.
Hicks said. Devoted to the advancement of
television's arts and sciences, the Academy also fosters creative leadership in the
television industry.
The Academy is most widely known for
its presentation of the annual Emmy
Awards for national nighttime programming, Hicks said.

The BG News

attract more minorities to positions where they have been
underrepresented," Vogt added.
Ornelas, who started his post
July 1, has begun incorporating
these goals, but said he wants to
do more because there will be
more minorities in the work
force.
"There is a movement by institutes to reflect the population
in the work force," he said. "It's
a changing world in that the
number of Hispanics and Asians
are increasing at a faster rate
than blacks.
"In 20 years, 70 percent of the
working force will be made of
women and minorities."
To be ready for the increase in
minorities, Ornelas said the University has to be receptive to
the different ethnic groups.
One way to do this is by offering cultural diversity courses,
he said.
A University-wide committee
will be proposing to Undergraduate Council and Faculty Senate
that courses in cultural diversity
become both a part of the core
curriculum in general education
and a University requirement,
Ernest Champion, associate
professor of Ethnic Studies,
said.
"(We) University-wide committee are presently examining
and giving approval to courses
being submitted by various departments for inclusion in this
area," said Champion, who is
also committee chair.

Asbestos
D Continued from page 1.
Johnson said asbestos was commonly used as insulation until it
was known to cause cancer and asbestos is when breathed. He has
discovered it in 60 campus buildings.
Johnson said the cost to remove all the asbestos on campus would
be about $60 million. Living units must get priority for removal when
money becomes available, he said.
He said he is not too concerned that any students may become ill
from the asbestos in the houses because no one spent the amount of
time in the attics needed to become ill.
"They (the residents) would have to spend eight hours a day for
several years to be at risk," Johnson said.

EXPERIENCE the fun and
adventure of...

SCUBA DIVING

is now accepting applications for
STAFF POSITIONS FOR
Summer 1988
* Editing
* Photography

_

U Continued from page 1.
Ornelas said the University
will be drawing students from a
diverse population because
there will be more Asians, Hispanics and blacks in America
within 20 years.
"One of my goals is to prepare
the University by increasing the
number of minorities working at
all levels — faculty, administration and classified," he said.
"The hiring search committee
gets a bad rap. How can we increase the number of minorities
if there aren't any applying for
the jobs?"
Ornelas said he recommends
to the college deans to have a diversified applicant pool in order
to increase the number of minorities.
"We (the University) need to
reflect the population and work
force by expanding opportunities for minorities," ne said.
Both Ramirez and Ornelas
said they would like to put a special emphasis increasing the
number of applicants where
minorities are underrepresented such as clerical, technical
and skill trade positions.
Karl Vogt, vice president of
operations, said Ornelas has
been working hard and effectively in enhancing the University's commitment to Affirmative
Action.
"He has created a positive
tone by introducing strategies to

Training Sponsored by the National Association of Underwater
Instructors (NAUI)
• Fee Includes All Supplies, Equipment Usage, and Air Fills
• Optional Florida Trip For Certification

* Reporting
* Copy Editing

Sign-ups begin April 25 class time May 17-Aug. 2
SRC Main Office Tues. & Thurs. evenings
7-10 p.m.
Limited enrollment

Applications available: 214 West Hall
SUMMER STAFF DEADLINE:
Friday, April 29, 5 p.m.

Swimming Skills Roquired

Sign up NOW!

leeceeoeet
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Take an extra
30% OFF SALE
on all Clothing

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.
M-F 8-5:00
SAT. 9-5:00

APRIL 28-MAY 6
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY-ALL SALES FINAL
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Donald B King II
AprfM Kanger
Nancy Knak
DavMB Koch
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John A Metiers
Craig Malun
Margaret E Maurar
Jennifer Lee Mayer
Lynda Maynard
Ciena Mays
MlcheelC Maiur
Anna Meadows
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Lance Malar
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George R Mattel! IV
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Jen Meyer
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JermnerL Miller
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Kenneth Miech
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SheriaMor
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Scott Motttce
RIchMuekopf
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Paul Nape*
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MeMn O'Brien
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Gary Reap
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ChrieaneL Raiff
Robin Remlow
Kety Ramsay
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Daniel Raupp
PeteRe#y
EricRemoeN
ToddS Rannar
Cindy Rice
Jennifer Richards
Thomas Juetm Richards
Kety Rlcherdaon
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MerkRfeter
ShJvawnRety
Heather Ring
DanRimceet
SeanRcrden
LaneE Ritser
Michelle Roberts
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Chrit Round
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Kevin Rush
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EdmondV Ruts
Karat Ruth
JutsRuttmenn
Apr! Sue Rye

* Those listed above (K-R) have yet to pick up their 1987
J KEY. Please do so at your earliest convenience at 28
J
West Hall and bring an I.D..
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Exam Cram

BG News/ Rob Upton

BG News/Rob Upton

Computer labs across campus are busy open to close with
students working on final
projects and assignments.
John Duwve (upper left),,
graduate student in secondary
education, works on research
for his Math 402 class in a study
cubicle on the eighth floor of
Jerome Library.
The long hours of preparation for final projects and
exams gets to most students
sooner or later.
Bob Jurden (far left), junior
geography major, works the
final bugs out of his last computer program of the semester
in the Union computer lab yesterday afternoon.
BG News/Rob Upton

DEXTER'S BOWLING GREEN
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Limit two per customer.
Not valid with any other
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Any of our fresh and delicious subs.

- Howards Announces -

War of the Weirds?
Featuring:
•T-shirts
•Hats
• Visors
•Basketball Shooting
• Crane Machine
Stop In To Howards Club H Today!
210 N. Main St.

The 1988 KEY
We've been:

• From downtown to 'Day in the Life'
• From Maine to middle America
• With parties and the peace pole
• With you!!

Our staff has been virtually everywhere,
capturing this year, your year. As time fades
your memories, the 1988 KEY will be there to
bring all the faces, places and events back into
sharp focus for you.

Don't leave BG
without it!
Fill out the attached coupon today. Order
now before you forget.
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Blotter
DA Pearl Street man told
police someone damaged a
fence belonging to his neighbor
Monday, police said.
Damage estimates are not
known.
DA motorist drove off without
Slying for $10 worth of gasoline
onday from the Sohio station
at 1670 E. Wooster St., police
said.
U Thieves took $32 in change
from from a soda machine at
Revco Discount Drug Center on
South Main Street sometime
Sunday night, police said.
DRory D. Sipperley of Lindsey, Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct with persistence Monday, held in Wood
County Jail and placed on $2,500
bond, police said.
DA wallet belonging to a Cincinnati man was stolen from his
car at McDonald's on East
Wooster Street Tuesday, police
said.
The wallet contained $50, according to reports.
DA juvenile was seen throwing smoke bombs onto North
Main Street Tuesday. He was
not arrested, but police confiscated eight of the devices from
him, according to reports.

'Ghost'
town
Carlon plant opening
fights
rumors
delayed until Fall '88
by Greg Connel
ctty editor
A six-month delay in the opening of a manufacturing plant in Bowling Green may mean
hard times for area residents who hoped to
work there.
Fred Timpe, president of the Carlon Company, said in February that the plant would
open around April 1, However. Timpe said the
opening will be delayed until fall 1988.
The current delay, he said, is due to a reevaluation of the demand for Carton's products
by new managers.
"The prior management had purchased the
facility but hadn't determined what our needs
were. We are pretty well completed with doing
that," Timpe said. "The capacity the old management thought we would need for this year
will not be needed until next year."
He added the plant was purchased before he
or the new senior vice-president of operations,
Arnold Coldiron, joined the company.
The delay may create problems for about 20
employees of Contech Construction Products,

who were laid off when Contech sold the plant
at 501E. Poe Road to Carlon.
Timpe said in February that Carlon may hire
some of the laid off Contech workers.
"Our director of human resources is aware of
the situation out there and we will go out and interview some of the people there, Timpe said
in February. "How exactly that will be handled,
I don't yet know, but we do want an opportunity
to interview those people."
Those plans are on hold, at least for now, Timpe said.
'"They were terminated two months ago and
we haven't done anything yet. We can't do anything until we know what our needs are," Timpe
said. "We don't know what kind of staff we will
need."
Timpe said Carlon could run two different
types of molding operations or warehouse space
in the Bowling Green location, and probably
will move two of those three options mere.
"We haven't decided what all we will put in
there, or when the equipment will be available," Timpe said. "We definitely will occupy
(the Bowling Green location) but our timetable
has been pushed back about six months."

AMERICAN :

Kinko's is more
than copies!
• Copies
• Binding
• Passport Photos
• Floppy Disks
• Self-Serve Typewriters • Stationery
• Laser Typesetting
• Pick-up & Delivery
• Self or Full Serve Macintosh/Laser Writers

kinkcs
113 BK Railroad Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 354-3977

I LUNG ASSOCIATION.
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REPEATING
BUSINESS CLASSES
Starting fall semester, 1988, students
previously registered for a closed course
in business will be given last priority for
repeating the course in the following
semester (not including summer
sessions.)

latea since she her birth 68 years
ago. She said she has heard rumors about cults and ghosts. She
has seen the words "Enter If
You Dare" and "Haunted
House" spray painted on an
abandoned church.
But Holloway said she is not
superstitious.
'"There's nothing to the rumors. In fact, that little church
is where I grew up and got my
best knowledge of church. In
fact, my grandfather was one of
the ones who helped to build it
and was one of the ministers
there.
"It was quite a town, a long
time ago of course. Everything
has been changed since I was a
child. There's nothing here
anymore. It isn't Galatea anymore. It's really sad," she said.
Clair Blackall, whose father
worked in Galatea at the turn of
the century, said the oil business
got started there in the late
1800s.
Oil production was pretty
much over by early 1900s. When
the oil boom died in northwest
Ohio, the town slowly faded, as
people moved away and businesses closed.

SPRING-SUMMER
IS HERE
SWEATERS
SWEATS
SLACKS
SKIRTS
SHORTS
DRESSES
ACCESSORIES

TOLEDO, OHIO
Frmklln P»rk Mall
Pwtshfa

... ml MUCH MORE

DO WELL THE FIRST TIME

Yom Exams May Be Over,
But DoYou Still Have
APaperTbFinisli?
Looking for a job can be almost as demanding as
Final Exam Week. So now's a good time to
consider a career with Hills Department Stores.
Hills is a healthy growing chain of 150+ discount
department stores spanning a 14-state area from
New York to Alabama and from Illinois to Pennsylvania. Hills is different from most other department stores... different in the way we run our
stores, and different in the way we look at people.
To us. being a people-oriented company is more
than rhetoric. We don't look just for people with
specific majors, we look for performers - people
with potential - and we help develop that
potential. Hills has one of the most thorough and
respected training programs in the industry. Not
simply retail training, but management training
And in a growing company with a firm policy to

NORTH BALTIMORE, (AP)
— At dusk, the narrow roads and
foot paths leading to the settlement of Galatea are disturbed
only by barking dogs and shadows of tree limbs dancing in the
steady wind.
It's a far cry from the traffic
of a century ago when the small
settlement just north of this
Wood County village was a
thriving oil town.
From the late 1880s until the
early 1900s, hundreds of people
worked at an oil refinery. It had
a glass factory, a railroad
station and a main street replete
with a general store and other
shops.
No-.y, Galatea is a ghost town.
No more than 10 houses dot Galatea Road, which runs through
the center of the village. No one
stops here anymore except for
the few residents.
But there is a mysterious side
to Galatea. Some people say the
settlement is haunted, claiming
that spirits rise from the ground
at night, and cause ghostly mischief and vandalism. Others say
religious cults meet in the woods
surrounding the settlement.
Iris Holloway has lived in Ga-

promote from within, training pays off for us and
our people. All of our General Managers, along
with our District and Regional Managers were
promoted from withia
If you're interested, put down this paper and
contact Hills. If you qualify you can expect
relocation. You can expect responsibility and
challenge. Quickly. You can expect a promising
future with a proven success story. And you won't
have to worry about finishing another paper.
Send your resume to:
College Relations Department
Hills Personnel Office, Department HW
3010 Green Garden Rd.
Aliquippa. PA 15001

And for more information about a healthy career
with Hills, ask to see our company literature or
video tape in your College Placement Office.
• Promoting • Crowing

Hair Unlimited
Has the look that
you want.
Precision Cut
Guys always $6.00
i$10.0o[Reg, $12.00
Mon & Tues 9-6
(inc. shampoo & finish)
Expires 4/30/88

Wed - Fri
Sat

9-8
9-4

143 W. Wooster 353-32

GRAB UP OUR
CHOICE SUMMER
RENTALS!
•
•
•
•

E. Merry Apts.
Frazee Apts.
Field Manor
Ridge Manor

Plus many other locations
to suit your every need!

GREENBRIAR

INC.

Offering you the best
in summer housing.
352-0717

224 E. Wooster
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Parks tax to fund improvements
$60,000 per year budget allows,
Callecod said. The money is appropriated from the County
General Fund.

by Judy Immel
assistant city editor
The newest pick-up truck owned by the Wood County Park
system sports an "Elect (John)
Kennedy sticker.
"A lot of our equipment belongs in the historical museum,"
said Robert Callecod, president
of the parks and recreation
commission, at a presentation to
City Council.
Lack of funds has resulted in
the placement of a 0.5 mill park
levy on the May 3 primary ballot.
Buying new equipment and
repairing and renovating the six
Wood County parks will take
more money than the current

The levy will raise an estimated $500,000 a year for the
parks.

The city parks provide organized,
intensive recreational programming.
County parks preserve the woodlands and
are nature oriented, encouraging
activities like picnicking and hiking."
-Robert Callecod, parks commission

But the average homeowner
will only pay about the price of a
large pizza with two items —
$7.68 — per year to "save our
parks," the theme of the campaign, Callecod said.

The appropriation to the parks
has not been increased since
1952, he said.

"A prudent estimate of what
we'll need altogether is $620,000
a year, so we'll make up the
difference with matching funds
grants, donations and rental
fees," he said.

Callecod hopes the commission will be able to make the
parks cleaner and safer, and to
create historical and cultural
programming, with the additional revenue. Also, 10 percent

of the funds generated by the
levy will be available for
villages and communities to develop their own local parks and
programs.
"We want to be sure the recreational interests of the people
are being met," he said.
Callecod said the county parks

complement the city park
system.
"The city parks provide organized, intensive recreational
programming. County parks
preserve the woodlands and are
nature oriented, encouraging
activities like picnicking and
hiking," he said.
Callecod also noted out of the
88 counties in Ohio, Wood County
ranks 87th in terms of amount of
land set aside for recreation, although it is one of the largest
counties in the area.
Shortage of funds has caused a
recent number of changes in the
park system.
In 1987, the commission was

forced to close Otsego Park, located at the intersection of West
River Road and State Route 235,
because of unsafe conditions.
Money was also the reason Starbright Commons was turned
over to Perrysburg Township,
and Cedar Creeks Nature
Preserve, a 17-acre tract neir
Walbridge, has remained undeveloped.
The other county parks are
Old Infirmary Park and Adam
Phillips Park, located east of
Bowling Green at the junction of
1-75 and Route 6 and William
Henry Harrison Park in Pemberville.
A similar levy for the parks
failed by 177 votes in 1986.

Protective services
to benefit from levy
by Judy Immel
assistant city editor
In addition to the park levy, a 1.3 mill protective services levy for
the Department of Human Services will also appear on the May 3
primary ballot.
The levy, which would cost an average homeowner $20 per year in
additional property taxes, is directed toward services for abused
and neglected children and elderly adults.
Ruth Larabee, director of the Department of Human Services,
said a number of factors have contributed to the need for more
money.
"The number of cases of abused children and the elderly have
been increasing," she said.
She attributes this to more stress in families, a larger population
of older adults and heightened awareness of the problem.
Federal cutbacks have also necessitated the provision of a local,
stable financial base, she said.
The levy would generate an additional $1.5 million for various
mandated and preventive services.
An important program benefitting from the extra money is fostei
care, Larabee said.
Presently, only 20 homes are licensed for foster care in Wood
County, she said. But a 68 percent increase in the number of children
needing out-of-home placement since 1985, means 117 children are in
foster care.
Adam Phillips Park, County Home Road and State Route 6. is one of the
county parks that will benefit from funds raised by the new tax levy on the

May 3 ballot.
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Currently, foster parents receive $7 per day for children to age 10,
and $10 for those 11 to 18.
"We want to increase these reimbursements," Larabee said.

FIFTH THIRD'S AUTO LOAN.
IT MAKES BUYING A CAR AS
EASY AS CHILD'S PLAY.

• From downtown to 'Day in the Life'
• From Maine to middle America
• With parties and the peace pole
• With you!!

Our staff has been virtually everywhere,
capturing this year, your year. As time fades
your memories, the 1988 KEY will be there to
bring all the faces, places and events back into
sharp focus for you.

Don't leave BG
without it!
Fill out the attached coupon today. Order
now before you forget.

Name
Soc. Sec. No.
D«t«_A

I'LL BE HERE TO PICK UP my yearbook
wnen n amvea In September 1988 Please
M my bursar account

Permanent Zip Cod*.
itntMUMirunMi

ORDER YOUR
OUR f\
1988 KEY
NOW!
Lltt price If $17.95

I WONT BE HERE TO PICK UP my
yearbook Please Del my bursar account an
eddrbonal S3 50 lor collage and handling
and send my yearbook to

Please return card, by campus mat, to Trie
KEY office. 28 West Hal, BGSU 43403

Buyingacarcantakea lot of
timeanddecisions. Thereareso
many choices, price and deals lo
th i nk about. And then there s the
loan to consider.
That'swherewecome In. We
can help keep thingssimple. In
fact. Fifth Third has helpedput
more people behind the wheel than
any other bank in Hancock County
Partly because of the rates we offer
But mostly because of our special
style of personalized service.

CHOOSING OUR LOAN FOR
PERSONALREASONS.
Whether you need a car, truck.
trailer or recreation vehicle. Fifth
Third can custom-make a loan to
suit your needs. And because when
it comes to making auto loans, we
believe in going the distance, no
matterwho or where your dealer is.
when you findthedeal you want,
you can get the loan you need.
0-60 IN PRACTICALLY NO
TIMEFLAT.
Call or stop by any Fifth Third
BankingCenter for more informa-

1032 North Main St. • Bowling Green, Ohio
354-1592
An Equal Opportunity Lrodrr

tion oranauto loan application
Ortalktoyourdealer. And if you
have a One Account Plus, we can
sweeten your deal with a special low
interest rate. Ifyoudon'thavea
One Account Plus, now you have
another good reason to find out
about getting one.
Apply foryour FifthThird
auto loan today. With our quick
approval process, we'll have you
on the road again in no time.
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FIFTH THIRD RANK

Putting People First...
Tlx Tradition Continues
Mfmher FOIL )7|t
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Money missing from State
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
State Department kept millions
of dollars worth of travelers
checks in unlocked cabinets and
E'led on floors in an operation so
z that more than $59,000 was
embezzled and $307,780 cannot
be accounted for, the department's inspector general testified today.
Government investigators
told a House Government Operations subcommittee that con-

trols on State Department travel
advances were so disorganized
that $15 million in such payments are delinquent, a total
that includes a $695 advance to
fired White House aide Lt. Col.
Oliver L. North, which is four
years overdue.
Frank Conahan, an assistant
U.S. comptroller general, said a
General Accounting Office investigation showed the delinquent travel advance situation is

worse than it was two years ago,
when the department promised
to correct it.
The number of overdue or delinquent accounts rose from
8,100 in 1985 to 19,800 in 1987,
with 300 accounts in excess of
$10,000 and two totaling $34,000
each, Conahan said.
He said the total value of delinquent accounts rose from $10
million in 1985 to about $15.4 milion last year.
Some of the advance pay-

ments have been written off as
uncollectible and some were
made to accounts bearing obviously fictitious names, including that of "I.udwie Von Beethoven," Conahan said.
"In testimony before the subcommittee in October 1985, the
State Department admitted that
its travel operations were a
mess and promised prompt corrective behavior," said Rep.
Jack Brooks, D-Tezas, the subcommittee chairman.

Poles jump ship, Toolmakers busted
residing in Ohio
CLEVELAND (AP) - E.
Gerta Lestock never expected to
hear from the Polish sailors she
met at a Brazil airport two years
ago, but Wednesday she was
preparing to receive one of them
and his family as house guests
so they could seek political asylum in the United Slates.
The sailor, Andrzej Gryko,
had kept Mrs. Lestock's business card and called her collect
to say that he, his wife and two
children planned to iump ship to
seek political asylum in the
United States.

The Grykos left the ship in
Tampa, Ms. Lestock said.
The U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service in Tampa said it has had no contact
with the family but that the local
Border Patrol office was notified by a ship that a seaman, his
wife and their two children left
the vessel.
"I have a townhouse condominium," she said. "I'm not
exactly prepared for an extra
four people, but I'm sure we'll
manage. I am a very strong believer that God doesn't give us
any more than we can handle."

PEOBJA, 111. (AP) — Ten teen-agers are accused of using burglary tools made in shop class to break into dozens of cars over a
three-month period.
"This is the first time I've come across anything like this in my 20
years in law enforcement," Peoria Police Capt. Lawrence Burwell
said Wednesday. "Two individuals were making tools for their
friends to gain entry to vehicles."
But their principal on Wednesday challenged any link to the high
school.
"We don't have a course on burglary tools," said Martin Stromberger, principal at rural Metamora High School, where the students were arrested Tuesday.
"We can't deny that the kids got the metal here," he said. "But
there's nothing complicated about these tools. We're talking about
coat hangers. We're talking about a piece of scrap metal and some
tin snips."
Burwell said the tools resembled the "slim-jims" used by police to
enter locked cars. The devices were used in most of the burglaries,
although some vehicles were entered using coat hangers or by simply breaking windows.
The students face felony charges that include vehicle burglary and
conspiracy to commit vehicle burglary, police said.
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Gals ACID WASHED
DENIM DRESSES & SKIRTS
23% OFF

Gals ACID WASHED
JEAN JACKETS
25% OFF

CM IVY Spring &
Summer Sweaters
25% OFF

$2.00 OFF fill
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SW6ATSHIRTS Si
SLU€flT PANTS

BARGAIN RACKS
$9.95 RACK
Values to 41.95

$5.00 RACK
Values to 31.95

25% OFF RACK
Items 7.95 - 77.95

Injured bowler ignored
OCEANSIDE, Calif. (AP)
— A man lying unconscious in
a pool of blood after a fight in
a bowling alley was ignored
by bystanders who stepped
over and around him to continue playing their games,
police said.
Police found John Johnson
on Monday evening lying face
down between two lanes at
Mission Bowl. Sgt. Bill
Krunglevich said Tuesday.
"AD around the victim
were numerous people. They
were walking around him and
some were even stepping
over him," according to a
police report.

Johnson appeared to have
been drunk and picked fights
during the night while dishing
out racial slurs, witnesses
told police. At one point, he
grabbed at a man who
punched him in the nose.
Many bowlers were uncooperative with investigators and complained
about their games being interrupted, police said.
Johnson, whose age and
hometown were unknown,
was taken to a hospital in La
Jolla and was listed in good
condition Tuesday with a
broken nose and skull fracture.

Handyman guilty of deaths
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
An unemployed handyman
was convicted Wednesday of
killing seven women while
having sex with them and
leaving their bodies to rot in
and near his apartment.
Common Pleas Judge
Robert Latrone rendered the
verdict against Harrison
"Marty" Graham after hearing evidence for nearly two
months.
Assistant District Attorney

Roger King said he would
seek the death penalty.
Moldovsky had claimed his
client was mentally retarded
and that Graham might have
killed the women accidentally
or because of drug or alcohol
use.
But King said Moldovsky's
scenarios were "sheer fantasy." He contended Graham
knew he was killing the seven
women and knew it was
wrong.
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The rip-roaring comedy shov
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News Briefs

Thursday-College I.D. Night
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A Cappella Rock Night

" 'Second City" is brilliant.

Friday-Toilet Paper Party
the fun place to be knows how to
throw a party!
Saturday-Mini-Skirt Contest
show your legs for cash and prizes!

'Subtly & Superbly funny!''
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memo's Pizzas
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fr«- 1-800-537-8587

Bo> Office Hours: Mon -Sal. 10am-9pm Sun. lOam-Spm
Northwest Ohio's Only Equity Professional Premiere Dinner Theatre

Summer/Fall
Apartments/Houses
Available
706 Second St.

• Efficiency turn
9 mo. & summer lease

211 S. College

• Unit B-summer/fall
-summer rates avail.

707-711 Third
715-719 Third
723-727 Third

• summer/fall
• 1 BR furnished or unfurnished
• $370 for entire summer

120 Slate St.

• 1 BR unfurnished

GIFT FOR

GRADUATING
SENIORS*
Moving to Akron or Clevelandl
RESORT APARTMENT
LIVING ON-THE-LAKE
OR IN THE WOODLANDS
If you're a college grad
about to enter the working
world—we offer you a dynamite lifestyle at affordable
rentalsl
Our properties feature:
• INDOOR POOLS
• FITNESS CENTERS
• RAQUETBALL & TENNIS

FREE!

■FREE!-

Free Extra Thick Crust
Free Extra Sauce

Fast, Free Delivery

Just Ask!

1045 N. Main B.G.
■SaveSS--

1 Medium $ 75
Pizza
3.

• (with 100% real dairy cheeses)

• INDOOR PARKING

473-8775
'300 CASH GIFT with this ad
ASSOCIATED ESTATES CORPORATION
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449-455
S. Enterprise

• 1 BR fum./unfum.
summer/fail
$350 for entire summer

649 Sixth

• 2 BR furnished /fall

631 Seventh

• 2 BR furnished
summer/fall
$375 for entire summer

639 Seventh

• 1 Br unfurnished

summer/fall

854 Eighth

• 1 BR unfurnished

summer/fall

Forest Apartments
-653 Napoleon
-751 High
-849 Napoleon
-851 Napoleon

• 2BR
furnished/unfurnished
summer/fall
$375 for entire summer

Cambridge Commons

• 36 Brand New
2 BR 1 1/2 Bath
Unfurnished Apartments
stove, refrig., dishwasher
425 per mo. plus elect.
Located on S. College
(1/2 block North of Napoleon)
avail. Aug.

259 S. Prospect

• 2 BR Furn.
Duplex avail. Aug.

O".'

Additional items lor 75' only
M-150 ,

Save S$

-ILarge
I DITTO
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ONLY
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John Newlove Real Estate
319 E. Wooster
Office Hours: 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

354-2260
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Woman found in concrete

Three found dead
in CISS Bonefish
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) Navy salvage workers who
boarded the USS Bonefish as
the abandoned submarine
drifted in the Atlantic have
found the bodies of the three
men missing after explosions
and fire rocked the ship, a
Navy chaplain said yesterday.

Robert W. Bordelon Jr., 39, of
Willis, Texas, according to
Lt. Michael Langston, chaplain at the Asheville Naval
Reserve Center in Asheville,
N.C.
Langston said he was told
to notify Lindgren's mother
and brother in nearby Pisgah
Forest. "She's pretty distraught," he said of Mrs.
Lindgren.

A Navy salvage crew boarded the submarine Tuesday
but had to pump out toxic
Eases swirling through the
nil before they could enter
the ship, which had been
adrift since Sunday.

Everts' sister, Cynthia Williams, said the Navy had sent
someone to their house this
morning to announce that
Everts' body had been found.
The Navy gave no further details, said Williams, of
Naoma.

Navy officials found the bodies of Petty Officer 3rd Class
Marshal] T. Lindgren of Pisgah Forest, N.C^ Lt. Ray
Everts, 30, of Naoma, W. Va.,
and Petty Officer 1st Class

"We'd really rather not say
anything yet," said Williams.

DAYTON (AP) - A single count of murder was filed Wednesday against a newspaper employee whose wife's body was
found buried in concrete in the newspaper
building, five months after he reported her
missing to police.
Dennis Langer, first assistant Montgomery County prosecutor, said Theodore
Sinks was charged after the death of Judy
Sinks was ruled a homicide. Coroner James
Davis said Mrs. Sinks died last Nov. 19 from
hanging.
City workers found Mrs. Sinks' decomposed body Tuesday night after using pick
axes and sledge hammers to break up a concrete pedestal measuring about 2 feet high
by 3 to 4 feet wide. It had been poured on the
seventh floor of the Dayton Newspapers Inc.
building last November to support a water
purifying unit for an air conditioner.
Davis said Mrs. Sinks, 44, also a newspaper employee, died from "ligature
strangulation. She was hanged." He said a
rope had been wrapped around her neck
several times, and that she suffered from
"multiple blunt force trauma to the head,"
indicating she had been beaten. He identified the body through dental records.
Sinks, 49, had reported his wife missing
Nov. 24. The body was discovered about 7:30

ELECT

Large 1-item Pizza for

SHERIFF

only at

tm., and he was arrested about a half-hour
ter. When the body was uncovered, police
also found a mallet, a pair of eyeglasses, a
length of rope and a towel.
"I believed from the first day the girl disappeared that she was dead," said her
father, George Harmon, 70, of Falmouth,
bid. "I'm glad it's over; I kind of figured it
would end Bus way."
Douglas Franklin, Dayton Newspapers
business manager, said police told him
Monday they believed a body might be hidden on the seventh floor of the building. They
said an unnamed informant reported another newspaper employee, Kenneth Rice,
who worked under Sinks, had helped Sinks
take a 55-gallon drum to the seventh-floor
utility room Nov. 20, Franklin said.
Sinks was a supervisor in the plumbing,
heating and air-conditioning shop. Franklin
said Sinks and one other employee were the
only people with keys to the area. Mrs. Sinks
worked in the newspaper's circulation department.
Franklin said three officers and three city
maintenance workers arrived with a search
warrant about 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, and the
workers broke up the concrete.
"It had dirt and chunks of concrete inside." said Franklin.

RESERVE

"They began to believe they didn't have
anything. But five minutes later, we started
to get a smell." Franklin said. Searchers
uncovered the band of a wristwatch, then a
human wrist and bits of clothing, he added.
"At that point, everything stopped and
they sealed the scene," he said.
Rice said Sinks asked him Nov. 20 to help
dispose of what Sinks said was a barrel of
asbestos.
Rice agreed and said they drove in a company truck to pick up the blue plastic barrel
from Sinks'garage.
"He told me he had asbestos in the barrel.
... It was heavy, I don't know, 70 or 80
pounds, and it took two men to handle it,"
Rice said. He told of unloading the barrel in
the building basement and moving it by elevator and dolly to the air-conditioning room.
Rice said he left Sinks with the barrel. He
said he didn't think anything more of it until
a detective came to his house Monday to
question him.
Sinks and his wife had been married about
two years at the time of her disappearance;
members of her family said.
Langer said Sinks was to appear in court
Wednesday afternoon.
"We're going to request the highest possible bond," Langer said.

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

LOSEY

free
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THE MORE YOU USE TOUR HEAD,
THE MORE MONEY YOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.
Enroll in Army ROTC as a college elective
and serve part-time in the Army Reserve or
National Guard, and you can get as much as
$4000 a year for college. That includes your
Guard or Reserve pay, the GI Bill and up to a
$1000 grant from ROTC.
Add it all up, and you'll graduate with a
college degree plus an Army Officer's
commission. And all you have to do is use
your head.

352-7571
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Tacotaco sauce, taco beef, cheese,
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ARMY ROTC
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Help The KEY Set
A Record And We'll
Help Your
Favorite Charity
Any registered campus organization with 20 or
more members (greeks, professional, honorary) is
eligible to receive a $200 contribution. Simply
have the most new sales of 1988 KEYs (percentagewise) among your membership by April 29 to win.
We're shooting for a sales record, but need
your help to do it. Help us, and we'll help you.
Fill out the attached coupon and return it to The KEY. Write your organization
on the order so we may validate it.
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M my bursar account
D I WON'T BE MERE TO PICK UP my
yearbook PleaM M my bursar account an
additional $3 50 tor postage and handhng
and sand my yaarbook to

PIMM ratum card, by campus mat. to The
KEY office. 28 West Hat. BGSU 43403
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Falcons 'weather' rain, but not OSCl's Regoli
by Andy Woodard
assislanl sports editor

At first glance, one would
think the toughest thing the
Bowling Green baseball team

had to face Wednesday afternoon was the weather, which included a steady rain and chilly
temperatures.
But it wasn't.
The Falcons could not solve
the pitching of Ohio State lefthander Ben Regoli and lost to the
Buckeyes 9-1 at Warren E. Steller Field in a rain-shortened
eight inning game.
Regoli, who entered the game
with a 15.88 earned run average
and no record, pitched seven innings, allowing only three hits
and one run while striking out
six and walking two. He hit one
batter and threw a wild pitch.
"When we have these midweek games, we try to get some
of our other people ready in case
we need them tor the (Big 10)
games," said OSU head coach
Bob Todd, whose team rises to
24-19. "We've been working with
Ben in this manner. He's only a
sophomore and he needs the experience.
"We wanted him to pitch anywhere from six to eight innings,
and he did that for us."
Regoli pitched well when he
needed to, according to Bowling
Green head coach Ed Platzer.
"He threw well, but he had
Croblems with his breaking
all," he said. "He basically
threw his fastball for strikes, but
when he needed it. he put the
breaking ball over thej)late."

Rightfielder Tom Kitherman
led the Buckeye offensive assult,
going 3-for-4 with a three run
home run, three RBIs and two
runs scored. He also drew a
walk.
Eitherman's blast was his seventh of the year and put the
visitors up 5-0 in the top of the
second.
"He's been swinging the bat
real well all year, Todd said.
"If a pitcher throws a mistake,
he'll take advantage of it."
Righthander Rick Norris (0-3)
started for BG and lasted only 2
2/3 innings. He allowed six runs
(five earned) on six hit while
walking six and striking out
three.
Righty John Salter relieved
Norns and gave up three earned
runs on three hits while striking
out one. He pitched 1 1/3 innings.
Platzer expressed displeasure
over Norris and Salter's performance.
"I think we walked something
like five in the first two innings,
and every hit they got was a big
one," said Platzer, whose team
is 18-19-1. "If you do that you'U
get hurt, and we did."
The Buckeyes opened the
scoring with a run in the first on
Pat Thompson's sacrifice fly.
Eitherman's three run homer
followed an RBI double by Bill

StayirTWarm

Bowling Green baseball players (left to right) Trent Dues. Matt Fry and Todd Repp are dressed warm In an attempt to stay warm during Wednesday's 9-1 loss to Ohio State. The Falcons are now 18-19-1 on the year.

i
END-OF-THE-MONTH SALE
Q See Baseball, page 13.
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Indians win again
CLEVELAND (AP) - - Willie Upshaw hit a three-run homer to cap
ng and (Greg Swindell won his fifth straight game
a five-run sixth inning
Wednesday night as the Cleveland Indians beat the Seattle Manners
6-4.
Swindell, 5-0, gave up nine hits, striking out four and walking one
as the Indians won for the 10th time in their last 12 games. Their 16-4
record matches the 1941 Indians for the best start in team history.

^HARLESTOWNR
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.

STOP
^PAYING HIGH,
PRICES

Nationwise
AUTO PARTS o7ooPR»ocv,cE
Opr'.itpd hv R * I Auio Parts inc A licensee ol N^1<onwisp lot

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

NATIONWISE
PRICE
GUARANTEE

Resident Manager,

i .1

641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

The Do It Yourself Specialists

$1.00
OFF
!

Any Big
Salad
Chef
Vegetarian

$1.00
OFF

Regular
10" Pan
with any
one item

Any Big
Sub

$3.50
Extra Items
.70 ea.

Taco

CAMPUS
POLLV€V€S
Free Delivery
352-9638
_ex£ires_5/7/8_8_

CAMPUS
POLLV€V€S
Free Delivery
352-9638
.expires 5/7/88

CAMPUS
POLLV€V€S
Free Delivery
352-9638
expires 5/7/88 ,

Sunday thru WedrLdte Nighters-1-3:00 a.m.
• Free Coffee and everytime a train passes slices are
only 50'

• On campus residents: check your dorm desk for flyers
on special deals.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 13, 14
BAND UPDA TES ON BGS

Terry Davidson
and the Gears
April 28-30

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MasterCard

Store hours 9 00am to 800pm Monday through
Friday 9 00 a m lo 600 p.m Saturday, and 10 00 am
to 5 00 pm Sunday
Sale prices are in eltect April 26 through May 4.1M8

IHIIiiliTllllfliHMMa

Howard's Club H
210 N Main

No Cover
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Chicago ready Lions' Spielman out to be self
for Cleveland

CHICAGO (AP) - The
Cleveland Cavaliers won at
Chicago Stadium just six
days ago — and the Bulls haven't forgotten.
It will be a livelier, more intense Chicago team that
plays host to the Cavaliers on
Thursday night in the first
round of a best-of-five NBA
playoff series, Bulls Coach
Doug Collins promises.
"fthink it gave them more
confidence," Collins said of
Cleveland's 107-103 victory
last Friday. "But it probably
sent a message to our guvs,
too — that this team is lor
real and we can't just walk in
and beat them."
"We hope we can get off to
a good start," said Michael
Jordan, the NBA's scoring
leader.
The Bulls are coming off

their first 50-game winning
season in 14 years, with a
50-32 record. Jordan leads the
NBA in scoring with a
35fotot average, and Charles
Oakley narrowly missed the
league rebounding title after
hauling down 33 against the
Cavaliers last week. Oakley
averages 12 points and 13 rebounds a game.
The Cavaliers ended on a
hot streak at 42-40, their best
finish in 10 seasons, and won
their last four games.
But Cleveland probably
won't be able to use Ron Harper, who sprained his right
ankle in the Cavalier victory
over the Bulls last Friday
night. The 6-fooM> Harper,
who averaged IS points a
game, had been assigned to
guard Jordan.

COLUMBUS (AP) — The Chris Spielman drafted by the Detroit
Lions won't be different from the one who terrorized more than his
share of neighborhood, high school, and college running backs,
Spielman said Wednesday.
Following a news conference at which he signed a contract making USAthletes of Columbus his agents, Spielman said, "I'm not going in (to the NFL) to make a lot of friends. I'm going in to make a lot
of tackles."
The 6-foot-lVi, 245-pound inside linebacker from Ohio State was the
second player chosen in the second round of Sunday's draft. The
Lombardi Award winner and two-time All-American said he has no
pretentions of being a superior athlete, but thinks he's a superior
football player.
"I'm not going to do a reverse slam dunk and I won't run a 4.6 (in
the 40-yard dash)," he said. "I'm a football player. The Lions said
they weren't concerned about that. They consider my speed to be
football speed. When you run a 40-yard dash, there's no reward at
the end of it. But when you run down a guy carrying a football, there
is a little reward there for you."
One reason Spielman said he was excited about playing for the
Lions is that his brother, Rick, also a linebacker, is a free agent
signee of the team.
Spielman said he looked at the Lions as "a family affair" because
of his brother, but added, "Rick knows what he has to do to make the
team. He has to play like a maniac on special teams. We're not competing against each other. I'd fight King Kong and Godzilla, but this
is blood on blood. We're not competing against each other."
The three-year starter for Ohio State said the Lions have shifted
him from weak side linebacker to strong side, which he played in his
first two years with the Buckeyes.

Spielman said he was running more and lifting more weights than
he had before and was ready to play immediately. But he didn't want
to predict whether his eagerness could get in the way of negotiations
between his agents and the Lions.
"I iust hope to be playing soon," he said. "I pay people to make
that decision for me. I trust them.... I'm looking out for my interests
in a short career. I have people to handle that side of it for me."
Spielman said he would wear jersey No. 54 with the Lions. "I feel
like a center," he said with a laugh.
The Massillon native said he had withdrawn from all classes at
Ohio State to give his full attention to training.
He said his goals were to start and to make both the All-Rookie and
All-Pro teams in his first year, adding that he has always set high
goals for himself.

Baseball
U Continued from page 12.
Morris in the second, upping
OSU'sleadto5-0.
OSU scored an unearned
run in the third, and tallied
two more in the fourth on a
two-run single by Jeff Bostic.
The Falcons finally broke
through in the bottom of the
fourth when rightfielder Kevin Ward was hit by a pitch,
took second on a wild pitch,
went to third on a single by

Greg Lashuk, and scored on
Chris Carden's sacrifice fly.
The Buckeyes closed the
scoring in the top of the eighth
on Thompson's second sacrifice fly of the game.
BG hosts Western Michigan
in a pair of Mid-American
Conference doubleheaders
Friday and Saturday.
Rob Sen wind finished up for
BG, giving up a run on two
hits while striking out two and
walking two.

oioodlond mall congratulates the BGSU

**&»+
• GRADUATION GIFTWARE
• EXAM CARE PACKAGES
DOMT FORGET ABOUT STUDENT
AND FACULTY 10% DISCOUNT TODAY!

CONGRATULATIONS TO GRADUATES!
"Buy a Pinch or a Pound From Around the World"

FED UP WITH FINALS!
When you order your favorite sub from .
between now and Friday May 29th, give us a quick
description of your toughest final and we will give
you $1.00 OFF anyggUS salad or 12 inch Sub.
Campus Delivery Only.

352-0204

••■—'•■■••■

l

""-•".\ '•"*-«•*»'
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Falcons sweep Flyers

Angels
defeat
Detroit

Miwa, Campbell allow no hits in shortened games
by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

Vicki Miwa and Edie Campbell threw all bullets at the University of Dayton Wednesday
afternoon in cold and rainy conditions and the Flyers came up
empty.
Trie Bowling Green pitchers
no-hit and shut out UD in a
doubleheader sweep.
The twosome combined for a
no-hitter in the first game as BG
won 10-0 in a shortened fiveinning contest because of the
mercy rule.
Campbell took the mound in
the second game and in the
middle of the second inning with
no score UD forfeited for unspecified reasons.
Falcon head coach Gail Davenport said she could understand why the Flyers quit.

DETROIT (AP) - Jack
Howell drove in two runs
and Willie Fraser survived
seven walks as the California Angels beat the Detroit
Tigers 4-3 Wednesday
night.
Howell tripled to score a
run in the second and doubled to drive in another in
the sixth as the Angels
snapped a four-game losing streak.
Fraser, 3-0, allowed
three hits and walked two
batters in each of the first
three innings. Fraser pitched 7 1-3 and allowed five
hits. Donnie Moore pitched
the ninth for his first save.
Detroit starter Doyle
Alexander, 2-2, allowed
nine hits while walking one
and striking out six.

BG News/Mark Thalman
THURSDAY IS BARGAIN NITE
ALL SEATS ONLY $2 00
WINNER OF 3

ACADEMY
AWARDS

Bowling Green righthander Vicki Miwa hurles the ball toward home plate
during the Falcons' First game w ith Dayton at BG's Softball field. Miwa,
7-8, combined with Edie Campbe for a no-hitter.

ELECT

CHER • NICOLAS CAGE

MOONSTRUCK
fj53
at 7:15 & 9:15 p.m.

LOSEY

.amass.

AMERICAN
AMERI
VCANCI
CANCER
—TSOCIE1
SOCIETY^

"I don't like to see that, but I
could see why with their conference tournament coming up this
weekend," she said. "They've
been on the road for a while, so
I'm sure they want to be mentally ready for this weekend.
"Plus, they've taken some
tough (losses) of late and after
losing so bad in the first game
they probably didn't want it in
the second."
But Davenport said she was
pleased to see her pitchers
throw as well as they did.
"My plan was to throw (all of
our pitchers), but I am glad we
were able to pitch Edie and
Vicki," said Davenport, whose
team rises to 23-17-1. "They can
get rusty if they don't wore out
very often."
The two were far from it.
Miwa struck out six in game
one to up her record to 7-fl.
Campbell relieved in the fifth
inning and struck out two.

Polniul Advertisement
Ekd Lowy Sheriff Carom; L. Swimon, treat,
18746 Nort h. Tontotany. O.

Wanted!
CLOSED COURSES
IN BUSINESS

Campus Sister Coordinator
A Division of Volunteers in Progress

Starting fall semester, 1988, students
who miss the first class meeting of a
closed course will be dropped from
the course. Then unfilled spaces will
be available for other students.

BE THERE THE FIRST DAY
TO KEEP YOUR SEAT

•
•
•
•
•

Develop leadership skills
Gain experience working with children
Organize activities
Be an executive member of V. I. P.
Meetings every 2 weeks

BG News/Mark Thalman
Bowling Green's Cinda Franks, Lisa Hufford and Shelly Murphy are trying to stay dry in the Falcons' doubleheader sweep of Dayton. BG won the
first game 100 and the second by forfeit when CJD left the field. The Falcons are now 23-17-1.

"We feel good about (the nohitter)," Miwa said. "They weren't that good of competition,
but we'll take the two.
"With these (non-conference)
games, we like to pitch to other
hitters besides our teammates.
We know how to pitch (our
teammates), so it's good to
throw to someone else."
The Falcons scored four runs
in the fourth and six in the fifth
to produce the 10 runs.
BG managed nine hits, led by
Campbell (2-2), Cindi Williams
(2-2, 2 RBIs) and Michelle
Clagett (2-3,2 runs scored).
In game two, BG scored a run
in the bottom of the first. Kim
Still walked, took second on a

ball, stole third and
scored on an error.
Campbell started and was
perfect in her two innings to up
her record to 6-3.
Neither team managed a hit in
the shortened game.
The Falcons travel to Ball
State for a pair of doubleheaders
Friday and Saturday. BG hopes
to solidify its position in the MidAmerican Conference.
"We're coining to the turning
point in our season," Davenport
said. "We're in good shape now.
But there's been a lot of upsets
in the MAC, and no win can be
Euaranteed. Ball State is very
nigh at home."

Reds shut out, 1-0
MONTREAL (AP) — Pascual Perez pitched a two-hitter for his
first shutout in four years as the Montreal Expos beat the Cincinnati
Reds 1-0 Wednesday night.
Perez, 3-2, struck out 10 and walked one in his first shutout since
July 6,1984, when he pitched one for the Atlanta Braves against Philadelphia. The only Cincinnati hits were a second-inning bloop single
by Bo Diaz and Chris Sabo's smash with two out in the ninth which
third baseman Tim Wallach knocked down.
Mario Soto, 1-1, gave up six hits in seven innings. Soto struck out
five and walked two.
Perez was never in real trouble as he pitched his first complete
game this season.

CAMBRIDGE COMMONS
Call Lisa or Andi at 353-2740
or the V. I. P. office 2-8088
for Details!

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!
The University Bookstore management and
staff would like to thank you for your continued
patronage! Have a safe trip home and an
enjoyable summer!
For your Fall semester shopping convenience,
we will be open Saturday 8/20 before classes
begin from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and
Sunday 8/21 from noon until 6:00 p.m.
Congratulations
to all
Graduates!
University
Bookstore
Staff

Brand New
Large Two Bedroom Unfurnished Apts.
- includes stove, refrigerator, dishwasher
starting at $425.00 per month plus electric
available in August. Located on South College
1/2 block North of Napoleon Rd.
John Newlove Real Estate
319 E. Wooster
Office Hours 8 a.in.-ft p.m.
354-2260
or
352-6553

Remember yesterday,
work for today
and prepare
for tomorrow.
The day when all problems could
be solved by drawing more money
from an endless county treasury
has passed us by. Fondly remembering the days gone by does not
solve the service needs of today.

BOB LOSEY
For Woo< Coun, , Shcr T

'

>

"

We must seek additional sources of funding and make
belter use of existing funds through increased efficiency
to insure that our residents receive the service they
deserve.

Today's solutions for today's problems —

ELECT

LOSEY

SHERIFF
Polltk.l Admllum.nl. rua fo, by CtmMim u Elxl
N.rtli SL. Toilofia,, OH «S»1

UM|,

SK.FB; Ima «. t*»m*. Ifav 1I74I

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
■•TONIGHT ONLY"
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
The original tern
900 pm
Gan Fan Theatre
FREES OPEN TO ALL
This is me lasl movie lor me year
Sponsored By UAO1

Congratulations to PHI TAU Rugby players
Mark Manning and Chuck Gute on their wei deserved trip to California Way lo go Mark, you
Imaty made the cover*

Large Greek Said $2 95 al
DiBenedetlos Sub Me Ouck

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon -Fn 2 7 PM
STINGERS CAFE

352-4663

- RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOU" •
• RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII *

ALLVOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cafe
Monday-Weohesday-Fnday
2 5 PM $3.76

DAWN ADAMS
Congratulations to our new editor for the Gavel'
Surprise' Surprise' (Stacey A Vickl)
love. Your Phi Mi Sisters

- RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII '
• RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII ■

Delta Gamma would eke to congratulate CELIA
CASTELLANO lor being setecled as the PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN OF THE ORIENTATION
BEARD WaytogoCelea'

- RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII *
CLOSED COURSES
IN BUSINESS
Starting, lal semester. 1988, sturjenta who
rrxea the'xst class meeting ol a closed
course wsl be dropped from the course.
Then unfilled spaces win be available
lor other students
BE THERE THE FIRST DAY TO KEEP YOUR
BERT

• RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII •
• RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII •
• BUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOU!!

-

' RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII •
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon -Fri 2-7 PM
STINGERS CAFE

' RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUII 4

Phi Eta Sigma
Happy Hours!
Friday Aprn 29 4-7 pm at Campus Plooyeyea
Free pizza A beverages' Bring a guest.

• • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS

• • • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS
• • • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS

Pre registration volunteers are needed lor the
month ol Jury Be a greeter. lour guide, dtaptay
host, evening entertainment, usher or discussion faxsTrcatot Compensation includee a meal
lor each day worked1
Sign-up by April 29th in 405 Student Services

•' • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS
• • • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS

REPEATING
BUSINESS CLASSES
Starting lal semester. 1988. students
previously registered tor a dosed course
In business wl be given last priority
tor repeating the comae in the lolowing
semester (not including summer sessions)
DO WELL THE FIRST TIME

UNION OVAL
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
APRIL 27 a28
11 00 AM • 2 00 PM
• * • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS

STINGERS CAFE
S 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat m only

• • • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS
• • • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS

LOST « FOUND

• • • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS

FOUND Ring, near em and High
Cat Teas at 354-4135

• • • ALPHA PHI • • •
SUNSHINE DAYS

LOST: A PAIR OF BLACK RIM PRESCRIPTION
GLASSES. LOST NEAR TECH LAB. 353-9012
JAMES.

••••THETAFEST--"
When: Saturday April 30th 2 pm-6 pm
Coat: $4 00
--Includes al you can eat barbecued chicken,
hot dog. and beverage HAPPY HOUR PRICES
AT UPTOWN-DOWNTOWN ALL NIGHT LONG
Featuring "The Exchange"
•Contact 352-9001 or ask any Theta Chi for

LOST Brown suede and leather racket Saturday night Camera in pocket Pleas* cai
352-6442 or leave at 326 East Leroy upstairs.
No questions asked Film m camera is more important than the jacket

MM

••••■IMETACrtj""
LOST DRIVER'S LICENSE NEED RETURNED
FOR COURT 823-3325 TIM BARR
Lost Halt grown black and white cat Distinctive
black goatee whisters Has feline leukemia; tost
In Ridge School area 352-0824
LOST: Jean Jacket at Uptown Mon night. If
you have It. Please RETURN-1 need My driver's
scenes Cai Rebecca 2-3217
LOST Levl lean lecket at Downtown lasl Wed
He return keys or lei me what you did
w/theml 2-1376

•••KRISTINESTUDER--CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR LAVAUERINGTOSPOO1
LOVE YOUR UL' CHRISTINE
-ALPHA CHI'SThank you so much for 2 great years as your
houeemom! I've grown realty close to you and
I* miss you' I wish you ail hearth. happiness and
much success1
^
Love. Use
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cafe
Monday-Wedneeday-Fhday

2-5 PM S3 75
REWARD
LOST A GOLD BRACELET WITH A SAILBOAT
CHARM PLEASE RETURN IF FOUND' HIGH
SENTIMENTAL VALUE CALL 372-6507

RIDES
Ride needed to Virginia or Washington DC
l after May em any time Wang to share
expenses Please Cai at 353-1054

SERVICES OFFERED
24 HOUR
TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
352-1818
A to Z Data Center
Helping you meet aft! your typing
148S Mam352-6042
Abortion, morning after treatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Center lor Choice «., Totedo.O 255-7769
Al your TYPING needs
Prompt and Professional
Clara 352-4017
Reservations now being taken for summer storage. 6-1 - 9-1-88. Don't wait until the last
minute 352-4541 STORALL
Typing and Word Processing Over ten years
executive secretary experience
Call
874 3488
Typing Done
Low Rates Rush Jobs Welcome
Rosslord. 666-8592 or 666-037 7
Typlng-Transcrlblng-Cilllgiiphy
Term papers, reeumes. many typefaces Faal.
reasonable - 7 days. Free loider 865-2288

ALPHA PHIS WISH EVERYONE
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!

Delta Gamma would Ike to congratulate the
DEE ZEE'S and the KAPPA SrGS lor winning
the Beta 500 Congistuiations also to the
Cm-Os for earning the spirit award
DO NOT TAKE MKT 402
Let me take it! I need it to graduate in December If you have it and want to drop it. pieese cat
BO at 354-6814 and make him very happy
00 YOU STUDY AFTER MIDNIGHT?
EXAM CRAM-OPEN 24 HOURS «PM. MAY 1
TO 6PM. MAY 6 OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT
CENTER
OFFERED BY COCO. OCSC t THE WELL
DZ•• UL'LIZ W aU'MICHELLER "DZ
You two have bean wonderful and special Mas
sisters I wfl miss you two greatly when I graduate. Best wishess for your future'
DZ Love Always a Forever
Your Big. Andres C

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Be sura to dean out your organization's mailbox
by Friday. April 29' Mail not picked up wl be
discarded Several rtvjaboxes sNI contain mail
Attention: Army National Guard
mambera-reaervea and veteransearn a commission along with your college
degree. Contact Army ROTC
CaSToday 372-2476

Se A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Sign-up in 405 Student Services by Apr! 29
sHuber,
* wanted to thank you for making my He so
! You mean more to me than words can
sayl I LOVE YOU NOW and FOREVER!
Sean Paul

CONCERT BAND S UNIVERSITY BANO
CONCERT
Jay C Jeckaon-Arm Goodwin-Conductors
Thursday. April 28
8:00 PM
KobsckerHal
FREE

FOUND: A QUIET STUDY PLACE
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER
6PM, MAY 1 TO 6PM, MAY S
EXAM CRAM-OPEN 24 HOURS
OFFERED BY COCO. OCSC i THE WELL

Get more out of
your summer Job than (ust a paycheck!
H<

IIIIIMIIII

665-3992

PERSONALS

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

Cai Co-op Office at 372-2451.
or stop by 236 Admin Bldg
Get more out of your summer fob than just s
paycheck! Academic recognition is available at
no charge Cai Co-op Office al 372-2481. or
skip by 238 Admin Bldg
Going out of Business Sale
at the Powder Putt
525 Ridge
Don't mlaa It!

HeyVCTO
It's Happy Hour time at Howard's 7p.m. Friday

the 29m

Hey'Pt. Mu Beta team!
Yeah for 2nd place You did great
Next year- Beware!

The setters of Delta Gamma would like to congratulate JULIE HITCHCOCK on her recent
engegement to MIKE SMALL Beet wishes Ju

Oopce, Andrlno and Duet
My three roomies we: always be
My best friends, they come aa three!
Wetve we sleep, we laugh we cry,
We know this wi never be good-bye!
Good Luck to you. you special three.
For no other friendship wi ever be'
Love Ya Deb-aoo
Phi EU Sigma
Happy Hours!
Friday Apr! 29 4-7 pm at Campus Posyeyea
Free pizza a beverages'Bring s guest
PHI KAPPA TAU would axe lo congratulate Kurt
Nowicki on his lavaeering to Chi-0 Jeanme
Thomas
PN Mu would Ike to congratulate our order of
Omega mrlvjtos
DavmAdama
PamRerti
Lorl Roberta
Mary Ronan

KD Congrstulates
Michelle Hrueovsky
for being sister ol the week
for al her hard work during Greek Week
AOT
The Slaters of Kappa Delta

Ketch. Carl. Bryan « Ed,
Buck up lime campers'''
The end is almost here, but we sure
did have a greet year, with Keith's
B-wup', Ed's boo-boo ep, Bryan's
eerihshaking belches, and who can
forget Carl's cow-tippin action1 Like
I'm sure, why don't we haveMORE tun'
Remember big time wresting on hotel beds.
fraying on BaTa Hi. and the ever-lamoua
bumperskiing. Whoopele! We almoat forgot
about speVsge. nap-age. etc. and who can
begin to count al the times we tainted
when someone said something stupid?' We
love you guyslH Laure and Michelle
KHIMINFSTUUfcHDkt you ever think you would be lavaUered lo a
guy who was wearing a red wig and fishnet
hose when you met hrm? Congrstuietlons to you
and SPOO on your Gamma Phi-Slg Ep leveeerKgl
Loveya.

AJ,
Last Week for Perm Special
$40 Includee cut
Call tor Appt. 353-WAVE
TheWeve
Leenne Gieeehe, Andy Sommer and Mary Jane
Lorentz,
Thanks lor the wonderful (Ob you old with formal Your work was greatly appreciated!
your Phi Mu Skaters
LI" Petty Wley.
Conoratulations on your Beta 500 win"
You were awesome" Have a great summer and
gat psyched for next year!
DZ love and mane. Big Jinny

AVOID LONG LINES AND
THE LAST MINUTE RUSH
ORDER YOUR
ALL-SPORTS PASS

NOW!

STILL ONLY $24.00 .. .
AND YOU'RE NOT CHARGED TIL NEXT FALL'

Good luck.
Love your Phi Mu Slaters
PHI MU-e«FTH GUTIERREZ- PHIMU
Congratutattona on being elected V-prae. of
EESAB!
Love, your Phi Mu Setters

The time ol your Me pan two THE CRUISE
MIDNIGHT WALKS WITH THE TEAM, 0-2.
DINNER AT THE ROCK (BEST SO FAR?). THE
HIGH COST OF CHAMPAGNE. BUS TRAUMA
WITH VTNNY. BETA BLUES. HELLSHOTS. IS
YOUR DATE THE PICTURE CHICK?. THE
CAPPAGE PATCH. STICKY RIDE, AFTER
HOURS HOSTS. T.B C
RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOU!
The NavRetundable S26 Sorority Rush
Registration fee may be pax) In
425 Student Services
RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOU I
SANTA
I never realty got a chance to say "thanks "
Even though things didn't work out aa wel aa
they could have, I had a great time when we
were together. You're super special and thanks
lor everything! Have a GREAT summer!
Love. Buzz

STUDYING FOR FINALS?
EXAM CRAM-OPEN 24 HOURS
6PM.MAY t T06PM.MAY6
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER
OFFERED BY COCO, OCSC 4 THE WELL

KD Mary Anitas KD
Congratulations on your
University Presidents Awsrd
What s greet way to end senior year.
AOT, Your Kappa Delta Sisters

CALL 372-2762 OR STOP
BY THE MEMORIAL
HALL TICKET OFFICE

•••ANNEMACNARV"
Get psyched for totnorrow because that Is
the day I reveal myself! Congratulations
Anne! I tore you! UTS. Your SS

e Wilson
Thanks lor al your support and everything you
ve done lor me this year I'm looking forward to
next years cookouts in Dec Don't forget. ME
WAS JUST 17 and
OTtS IS COMING
OTIS IS COMING
OTIS IS COMING
Love
Uaa

STINGER'S CAFE
S 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat in only

Hope to see you there!!!

1988 GREEK WEEK
CHAMPIONS

New Vegetarian Pasta Platter
and Gerkc Breed S2S5 at
DiBenedetio s Sub Me Cuck lest
FREE al day delivery 352-4663

SUE CLEVELAND" You say its your BATH
DAY It a been a greet year and we're gomg to
end it right cetebretmg the BIG 22 Get ready to
party'
Love L

IS-"

2 mate non-smoking roommate-, lor HbH1:
school year 2 bdrm . lurnaned AC qri-jl loo-i
ton Cel Dan el 354 3937 OR Brent 354 4614
HELP US' 3 nonsmoktfig female roommates
needed to sub-lease an E Wooeter apt for the
summer SI 35 mo A ecec Cai please' Chris
3724900
Help' Need 88 89 roommate lor nee 2-BO
Cel Annette 782 9336

The sisters of Decta Gemma would Ike to recognize PHYLLIS WARE tor being selected aa
OJTSTANOING SENIOR IN SPEECH I HEAR
WG and lor recemng the OIJTSTANOtNG
S-TUONET TEACHER AWARD Congratutatons
PtryRe!

Two female roommates needed to sus lor summer Greet locahon and air conoV
liorwvj Cai Carolyn or Lisa al 353 2849 Now

TO THE MOST GORGEOUS OUYS IN IQ
MATT, OTTO A JEFF
You guys have been toade of tun to party
■Mil Thanks to you this semester hae been
greet!! Lets hope that next year wW be even
better!
Ysa guys ere realty (real t WE LOVE YAI
Love from your favorite party animals.
Michelle * Mlndy

ONE FEMALE RMMTE NEEDED FOR 88-89
SCHOOL YEAR REASONABLE RENT CAU.
KAREN OR CATHY ANYTIME. 372-4919. OR
CAROLYNN. 372-4921

P.S. SeeyealOalyslll

Summer lubceeae 3 bdrm. home on 2nd St.
Waster I dryer $100 a mo-no deposit
364-1947

To:JC
From South Carolne
I mias you' Be home soon so be reedy lo neve a
goodtvne1
Tract Jones. Missy J. Karen McEltresh and
Jenny Carroll,
I rJdnl want you to ever forget BG So here'e a
tew reminders
-Our first mousee tight
starting to party at 11 00pm
drinking cKklekKe
getting mo Marks
Walnut HOs 4 Cam
Jamie's B-Oey Party
Shots ol Tequae
Borrowing everything from baelntbeta to botIJea.
Al the laugh, and leers
II rrvas you al. Keep m touch
Love,

OueEs

mi njniHiiiniaiiaaliia
at no charge.

WORD PROCESSING IN MY HOME
PAPERS-RESUMES THESES
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT YOU AND
YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM AT
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO ON
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
AND OUR OTHER SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

MARK YOUR DATE TO STUDY
EXAM CRAM-OPEN 24 HOURS
»PM. MAY 1 TO 6PM. MAYS
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER
OFFERED SY COCO. OCSC S THE WELL

Wendy Moormen

ALPHA PHI'S WISH EVERYONE
GOOO LUCK ON FINALS'
Alpha Tau Omega
PRESENTS
The Pre-Exam Brain Cel Killer ' Brother" Jed
cordiaty invited

April 28,1988

NEED SUMMER HOUSING'
CONTACT ROCHELLE 372 5541

One rmmte needed to ftubteeee a house tor
summer S215 for whole summer we have
own room Cel Christine at 372-1784

Want one or two roommates for summer Own
room S130 to share a room $100 Utatiea included except electricity 353-0672
WANTED ONE or TWO Male rmmte* tor next
school year $130 per month plus etectrtc located on 5m St Cai Rob 354-5324 or Jeff
353-0398
WANTED-1 NON SMOKING ROOMMATE FOR
SUM $135 A MO START MAY 15 PHONE a
CABLE INCL SPLIT ELEC CALL JIM AT
354-2451
Wanted 2 roommates needed tor summer
Very Nice house $100 per month 352-1868
Wanted: Female roommate starting August
Free room and board tor occasional bebyslffing
phone 352-2267
WANTED One roommate to tve In Haven
House tor 88 89 Cat Scott at 2-5638

YEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE-HAI
IT'S SALLY JOHNSON'S BIRTHDAY!
Oat ready to party your — oft tonight In
Windsor! Eekll So much tor curtain-rode- too
bed.aoaadl Loveya! Jl

WANTED. One parson summer sublease, own
bedroom, next to campus, af utttWea paid May
15-Aug15 $ 122 a mo CalJohn 354-2379

WANTED

Wanted One male roommate lor 88-89 schoM
year. New 7m and S College Apt Cai Mike
5799

• • HELP • •
DO YOU NEED A PLACE TO LIVE THIS SUMMER?
We need one lernate roommate to share apt.
Excelsnt locatxjn. tow rant, air e^rieWontng.
Pliasi cel soon Kim or Karen: JiMMs.
1 female roommate needed for 88-89 school
yen to share nice auartiiawil dose to campus
with three other arts CM 372-3986 A SAP.

WANTED One person to help sublease tor
summer, house on Manvaxl. One block from
campus Own room. Very affordable. Cel
372-1173

Wanted Paying cash tor besebel card coeeceona Ask tor Joe or Larry Caf419-423- 6858

1 non smokxig mate roommate wanted lor lal a
spring 88-89. Cai Dave or Bob at 364-3242

We buy car*, wracked, junked or anythingi
PH 352-5134

1 non smolung Imie to share apt tor 88-69 yr
very close to campus Cel Uaa 363-5020 or
Pam S Jeanette at 372-6147

HELP WANTED

1 or 2 people to sublease 1 bdrm furmshed
apt lor summer ALL UTKJTcES PAJO Cloee to
campus $500 or beat ofler Cai 363-6122

2 female roommetes needed lor 88-89 school
yr Rockledge Apt* H mtereated cai Miches.
I372-5343) or Terry (364-4715|

200 Counselors S Instructors Nssdsdl Private, coed summer camp In Pooono Mountains. Northeastern Pern,. Lohlkan, PO BOX
D, Kenlhvorth, NJ 070311201 -274-0565

Cont.onpagel6.

STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE

OUR BOOK
BUY BACK
HAS BEGUN!
• Top prices for used texts!
• Top wholesale prices!
(we buy current editions of books
no longer used on campus)
• Don't wait until next fall - prices
fall over the summer

HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT!

Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30
Sat
9-5
530 E. Wooster

Move-'Cnxdj

Don't forget - We are a wholesaler!

Classifieds

16 April 28.1988

Cont. from page 15.

West Cleveland Area Residents
National Marketing Firm is expanding lo
North Olmsled ParT-ltme office assistant.
receptioniats needed Need to be personal
with excellent organizational sk*s For
your convenience cal 3 7 2-154 7.

MARKETING STUDENTS ARE NEEDED FOR
PART-TIME WORK IN THE TOLEDO AREA.
THESE ARE PAID POSITIONS FOR THE
SUMMER. CALL COOP 372-2451.

~TcrivisTS ENVIROM£NTALISTS
The Ohio PuMc Interest Campaign Ohio's
largest consumer a environmental
lobbying group has summer ft fuf-IWne
positions avaaable We are looking lor
energetic. articulate men ft women
■Vavaatad in working (or environmental
protection-control ol tone hazards.
utaty insurance rate reform and
progressive electoral campaigns
$275-wk to start For interview
Cal l< 191 241 -9093(Toledo area)
216-881-5200(Cleve area).
21«-37S-S277 (Aluon).«14-224-4111
(Col I. 513 221-2100 (Cinei area).
513-228-8508 I Peyton area)

Need experience? Need a rob? Make $450 a
week gaming travel, advancement and lantaatic
multi-career experience with a program on
campus Cal Julie at 353-1294 lor details

•HIRING' Government Jobs- your area.
$15,000 $88,000 Cal (802) 838-8885
EXT 4244"

STUDENTS
SUMMER WORK NEEOEO
INCLUDING
laborers, drivers, factory
construction ft landscaping
office ft many others
Cal 471-1440
Only tee S86 00
JOB EXCHANGE

FOR SALE
89 Impale only 33.000 miles Little rust,
reslorable and runs wel $1650 Nag Ptl
3726109

Bookkeeper receptionist lor summer
Cal 352-5335
Summer Employment
Guaranteed Income, scholarships, plus many
benefits National company needs students tor
tut time summer employment within a 30 mae
radius ol the foftowlng towns Bryan. Ceena.
Napoleon. Archebold. PembervOe. Fkvjay.
Marion. Galon. Fremont, Ven Wert. SI Marys.
Norwaft. FlnrJay. Kenlon, BesefontaMe. Swanton Apply in person Thura al one ol the foaowngltmsa 2 15. 3 15. 4 15 or Friday at 1 15.
2:15.3 15.4 15-Unrversrty Union Fort Room

Cleveland iree residents
tul time fwmmar hatp wanted
$8 25 to start Several openings
Al majors considered
Interviews held Friday. May 8.7.g ft 10
Can May 2
(218)831-0335

Help needed lor cleaning and checking rental
properttee and rmac lobe 1 week ol work starting Sat May 7 Phone 352 7385

SUMMER OPPORTUNITY t- Fine residential
camp lor girls In Vermont seeking woman
counselors-instructors, mid-June through
mid-August. Gymnastics, lennle. sailing, riding, canoeing, waterfront, drama, ceramics,
arts 1 crafts, field sports, tripping Instructors
Also secretary. Non-smokers good character
ft rove of children. Call or write Locheern
Camp, Box 500. Post Mills, VT 05051. (102)
333-4211.

MS IN CINCINNATI NEEDS ACCTQ OR
FINANCE STUDENTS INTERESTED IN INTERNAL AUDITING FOR SUMMER POSITIONS. PAYS $5.00-7.00 AN HR- CALL CO-OP
372-2451

Toledo Area Students
wrvteford Greenhouse is now Nrtng spring and
summer help Cashiers needed Please apply at
4554 Wrnteford Rd Toledo. OH or cal
882-4110

MORRISON FOODS IN FINDLAY WANTS
FOOD t BEVERAGE PEOPLE FOR COORDINATION OF NURSING HOME FOOD PROGRAM. EXCELLENT PAY FOR A SUMMER
JOB! CALL CO-OP 372-2451

Toledo Business Owner seeks caring and
conscientious person to help care lor his 4 year
old daughter this summer Private apt ft
$2500 Reepons<r*iiv*vk>ua»maycell(4l9>
537 8827

LooWvj for part time work and only night times
available? Night time is trie right time at Henry
J's. Limned waitress, waiters, and floor walker
openings for energetic, honest ft outgoing people Apery at the only fun place to work. Henry
Js Wed-Sun alter 8 PM 1532 S Byrne In the
Grenbyme Shopping Center

FOR SALE: 1980 DODGE MlflAOA
MUST SELL; BEST OFFER 353491S
FOB SALE MICROWAVE. SINGLE BED.
DORMSIZE REFRIGERATOR
$50 EACH
CALL 352-2752 FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE
Great Deals
King Size Waterbed (w new heater) $125 or
beat orler. Dehumidifier (new-great condition)
$40 or best offer, bunk beds with desk attachment-beat offer, emaf dorm tndge-best offer
Cal Pete at 354-5811

80 Citation. 4 apd . AM-FM-Caaa, Good Con
dilion. $500 Must Sell 353-44160evid

IMMEDIATE POSSESKON COZY 2 BEDROOM
12x80 WD. CENT AIR. GYPSY LANE NO
49 $4.900 1-435-5520

10 SPEED BIKE WITH CARRIER $50 OR
BEST OFFER CALL TORNAR 364-2898

LAREDO JeepCJ5. 81 40thous miles. $800
or best otter Musi sen now Call 354 4435

1976 Chev Msatbu 2 Or, AM FM Cassette,
Air. Good Cond . Runs Great1 MUST SELL'
$700 or BEST Cal 352 1261 evenings
1977 Chevy Monza: Runs great! New brakes,
transmission
Good condition
$700
352-1421
1985 Honda 650 Nsghlhawk. like new. shaft
drive. 3500 mass $1800 firm 372-1182 or
t 762-5238
1988 Chevy Spectrum. 4 door. 6 speed,
stereo. AC. good cond 20 000 mi $8200 or
take over paymenta Cal 352-5781

Pioneer Stereo System: Pro) 1 Belt Dhve turntable. Reoever and Cassette Deck, and 2 scm
speakers Good Condition Asking $50
Mountain BM rust tuned-one year old $50
Leave meaaage lor Sheila at 2-2181 9-5om
SUMMER RENTALS
1 BR UNITS AT 800 THIRD STREET FURNISHED. AIR CONDITIONED ONLY $200 A
MONTH ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED DON'T
MISS OUT ONLY 4 UNITS ARE LEFT CALL
352-4966

FOR RENT

3- piece matching hjmHure Good condition
$50 or best offer Must sell Cal Neal
3544-4241.

1 bdrm avaaabte-NOW H August-2 bdrm apt.
$ 150 a mo.. air, pool, near campus Cal Dayna
or Viola 354-3441

6FT COUCH FOR SALE
Comfortable- fits great in dorms or under lofts!
$30neg MUST SELL'
Cal bath or Lynn 372-6121.

1 large room In a house extremely close lo
campus available for summer sublease SllOa
month and utHMes H two people want to share
room it would be only $55 a month. Call
353-1192

7 ft couch In good condition. $40. Call
372-3145

1 semester fal lease. $340 a month Furnished
efficiency Al utilities paid Limited number left
PH 354-3182 or 352-1520

76 Plymouth- good go to work car. nice radio
$100. also 25' console TV $30 354-5324
ask lor Mike

1-2 BEDROOM APT
School yeer. year, summer leases available - S
ft V Rentals 352-7454

FLYING TO NY. MUST SELLII
'12 Chevette-EXCELLENT CONDITION
J20O0 or Best Offer 353-4833

Expires 4-30-88

L

\ ,

4th AND HIGH
2 bdrm apls -close to campus Available May
15 $330 ft utilities CalJuseat 352 7422

2 bdrm. apt. lor summer *88. CFIose to campus, pool, A C , dishwasher 1,2,or 3 rmmtes
Rent negot 352-4990 or 352-2027

BEST APT. INTO
NEED THREE TO SUBLEASE FOR 88 89
SCHOOL YEAR WITH ONE ALREADY ON
LEASE CALL SCOTT OR OAVE 353-2758

PoLkial AdvtTl.Mij.er..
Elect LOMV Sheriff Como.; L Swtn-or, in
18746 North, Tcmioguiy, O

400pm

Now leasing-May ft Aug leases 1.2. 3 bdrm
apts ft houses Yes. we do aaow pats
353-1336
Now Leasing for Summer and Pal
HAVEN HOUSE
PEIDMONT APARTMENTS
Al residents receive a Free membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

CAMPUS MANOR
FALL SUBLEASE AVAILABLE
4 person and close to campus
FREE HEAT A/C WATER SEWER

362-9378
SUBLEASE THIS ONE TODAY REMAN
AGEMENT
UJ1 ULTU1

Now leasing - May or Aug Laaaas. 1 and 2
bdrm apts and houses Yes. we do aaow pets
353-1336

For Rant: 1 or 2 students. 1 bdrm air cond
private parking lot. quiet neighborhood, Mai 2
weeks ol may free $275 a mo plus ektc available May 18 Cal Lisa 354-5129
FREE CABLE TV
NEW CARPET
112 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
GAS HEAT PAID
AVAILABLE FALL * SPRING SEMESTERS
352-1800 EVENINGS ft WEEKENDS
352-4873 WEEKDAYS

Room Avaaable this summer horn May 15 until
Fa*. $200 total lor rent, utilities, and cable Cal
Tim at 354-1089 (7th St)

Room for 2 ferrates, $190 s month, cooking
privileges Non-smoking Private entrance and
parking lot 352-3472
SPACIOUS APARTMENT (2Bedroom!) on E
Merry available lor Summer Low, low utilities
Balcony w-greel view
Contact Brian, 353-0799

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY FOR SUMMER
$225 A MONTH INCLUDES UTILITIES
CALL 354-0357 EVENINGS TIL MIDNIGHT

Summer Rentals- 3 month leases
Apertments-Houses-Rooms

Phone 352-7365
Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 Eighth St
Summer $ Fal Rentala starting at
$355 a month Fum, unturn. laundry. AC
New owner special FREE Cable TV
inataauion if leased lor Is! by 5 15-88
354-8038 893-1061

RRENTALS
Apartments Starting at 180/month
office at 316 E Merry Apt 03
or phone 352-7366

SUMMER SUBLEASE Large 1 bdrm apt one
or two persons
Quiet neighbors Call
353-3218
SUMMER SUBLEASE Large 1 bdrm sot on*
or two parsons. AC, basic cable, no deposit
3523042

SHERIFF

Not valid with any othir otf«r

Newly decorated second floor Mat. female
complete kitchen, bath. Irving room to shore
Private bedroom, furnished or unfurnished
Convenient location 352-2857 eveninga

NO UTILITIES TO PAY
2 BDRM FULLY FURNISHED APTS
AT 800 THIRD STREET VERY
REASONABLE JUST $ 140 A MONTH
PER PERSON FOR 4 PERSON
OCCUPANCY OWNERS PAY ALL
UTHJT1ES CALL 352-4966

ALL YOU CAN EAT

352-5166

Need Subletlors to Rani House lor Summer 88.
newly renovated. CHEAP, must pay monthly
rent and utilrties Will negotiate Cal NOW1
354 0599 or 353-0581

824 Sixth Street
Renting for Summer 1988 and
1988-89 school yeer.
2 Bdrm lutty furnished apts
Free heat, water, sewer!
Tenants pay electricity

ELECT

$1 OFF ANY PIZZA
Free Delivery

3 Bdrm TownHouae available June 1
$360'month 224 S Summit. Faculty, no
pets, no children phone 669-2156

2 bdrm unfurnished apartment for summer rental- we have a pool Call after 1 pm 354 3533

2 bdrm. apt May 25-Aug 25. Rent Negotiable
Cal 354 6911 Off Campus Apt

BG's Oldest and Finest Pizzeria

MUST SUBLEASE
Furnished efficiency close to campus with AC
Mey15-Aug15 $500 352 1502

Cal 352-4966 eves

2 bdrm turn good condition mobil home for
sale $5,500 cal 352-5001

Waiters. Waitresses. Bartenders. Floor Walkers, needed to hH positions Energetic individuals, apery in person Tues Through Sun Night
at buttons Night Club. 25481 Dude Hwy . Perryaburg.

Large 1 bedroom apartment lo eubleasIB A-C
pool, dishwasher- only pay electric' Call Amy or
Sheas at 353 4831
\

2 BEDROOM FURN ft UNFURN
FREE CABLE TV
GAS HEAT PAID
AVAIL SUMMER ft 9 1 2 MONTHS
NEXT TO STINGER S CAFE
352-1800 EVENINGS ft WEEKEND
352-4673 WEEKDAYS

Need a couch for summer?
Cal 372-1234

15 ft fbergtass boat and trailer a 45 HSP
Merc engine $2400-352-3257

Summer Jobs. Toledo baaed distributer has
openings in outside sales Base pay plus commission ol up to $500 per week possible lor
ambltiouB goal-onented person Must be tvtng
in BG-Toledo area this summer Cal (41S)
882-3712

IMMEDIATE PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE. Our
company is seeking several employees to perform unaWaad light production work Flexible
hours around class schedules can be arranged
or luN time In summer The rate of wage is
S3 35 per hour It interested, stop by or call the
company office at 352-5525 Advanced Specialty Products. Inc 428 Clough St, Bowling
Green. Orso

FOR SALE
4 stool bar. with tul glassware Great lor dorm
room, apt . or house $80 firm Cal John
353-8618

a

BBQ RIBS

8

We have 2 vary nice 2 bedroom unfurnished
apartments avaaable In May 352-3445 Grade
or qiaet undergrade for 12 month lease

BIRTH
CONTROL

RIBS

1

4:30-7:00 p.m.

RIBS

Confidential care

$3.50

&:

| THE PHEASANT ROOM-2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION gj
•:•:•
No Reservations accepted for these Specials
>:|;
8
Food Coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. dally
:g

•:•:•

•:•:

Fee adjusted lo income

354-3540
Planned
Parenthood
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Hurry — Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast!!
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WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

dot**1
dai\V

^

3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue
• South Summit St.
• Napoleon Road
-ft One and two bedroom apartments,
furnished and unfurnished
ft Heat, Water, and Trash removal
all included
ft On Site Management
ft Full-time Maintenance
ft Swimming Pools
ft Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping,
and Banks
-ftSpecial Summer Rates

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IF
LEASE IS SIGNED BEFORE
MAY 6

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135
9-12, 1-7 Weekdays
10-4 Saturdays
12-4 Sundays

